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Visualising uncertainty in aircraft cockpits: Is icon degradation an 
appropriate visualisation form 

Ari Kolbeinsson

Abstract 
Visualising uncertainty  information has been a  research area for  the past decade or 
so,  and this thesis contains the results of an experiment that examines whether  prior 
research on icon degradation for showing uncertainty  can be used in a simulated 
aircraft cockpit environment. Using icon degradation has been suggested as being 
effective to combat overconfidence bias,  as well as to accurately  convey  information 
about uncertainty. Two icon sets using icon degradation were taken from  prior 
research, and one new icon set  using  shape change and colour change was created for 
comparison.  Subjects flew  a  flight simulator while reading icons to evaluate the 
uncertainty  displayed, and also evaluating  their own confidence in their reading. The 
results show that shape change leads to much higher accuracy  in reading icons, and 
slightly  higher levels of confidence. Furthermore, icon degradation results in a higher 
variance in reading icons and an increase in errors when no time-pressure or 
distraction is present. This suggests that the suitability  of icon degradation for 
showing uncertainty  is questionable in all situations,  and that other design 
approaches such as shape change should be considered.  Furthermore,  problems were 
uncovered in the prior research  that the old icons were taken from, and these 
problems call into question the general approach used in that research.
Keywords: Uncertainty visualisation, Naturalistic decision-making, NDM, Aviation, 
Aircraft cockpit, Decision support, Situation assessment, Threat assessment.
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1. Introduction
Aircraft cockpits are a high intensity  workplace where quick decisions must be made 
based on the information that is available at  that time. The pilot must know how well 
he can trust  the information being presented to be able to evaluate and combine all 
available information. This can involve getting both information and meta-
information (information about the information) to the pilot. Information that might 
need to be transmitted to the pilot can include such attributes as the location, speed, 
closure rate,  and assessed threat of a  new radar contact, while meta-information 
might include attributes such  as how  accurate the radar measurements are, how 
certain the system is about its assessment, predictions of what the radar contact 
might do in the future, and information about what the radar contact has the 
possibility of doing. 
This thesis focuses on a type of meta-information called uncertainty.  Uncertainty 
information is a form  of meta-information that shows that the system is unsure of the 
accuracy  or  quality  of some part of its own information, for  whatever reason, and 
uncertainty  information has been found to be important for  assisting  a  decision 
maker in accurately  judging a  situation and taking appropriate courses of action 
(Bisantz,  Stone, Pfautz, Fouse, Farry, Roth, Nagy, & Thomas, 2009; Fisher & Kingma, 
2001; Helldin, 2012). Research  on the visualisation of meta-information such as 
uncertainty  information that has used dynamic and time-pressured environments 
such  as aircraft  cockpits seems sparse and is hard to find, which suggests that most 
research in this field has used static laboratory  based testing procedures or game 
based testing. In addition to not  resembling the dynamic and time-pressured 
environments found in aircraft cockpits, the readily  available research on the display 
of uncertainty  information has used icons that are not designed for integration in 
information display systems (Bisantz et al., 2009; Riveiro, 2007). 
The primary  aim of this thesis is to lay  theoretical groundwork for the use of icons 
displaying uncertainty  information in time-pressured and dynamic situations, and 
takes threat assessment in fighter aircraft  cockpits as the specific case to focus on. 
This is done because research  on icons displaying uncertainty  information 
surrounding threat uncertainty  has already  been done in static laboratory 
environments,  and expanding that to the aircraft domain can thus be done while 
using that prior  research as a foundation to build on. Furthermore, visualising threats 
applies to more than just the fighter aircraft domain. Any  aircraft system which 
collects information about external objects and then  displays whether  that object is 
believed to pose a danger to the aircraft is in essence a threat  assessment  system, 
even though these systems are explicitly  referred to as threat assessment systems in 
the fighter aircraft domain but called traffic collision avoidance systems (TCAS) in 
general aviation (Flarm, 2010; SAAB Group, 2010; Sandel Avionics,  2004). The 
function of these different  systems is somewhat different  due to fighter aircraft 
systems having to identify  threats that may  be actively  trying to harm  the aircraft, but 
general aviation systems exist mostly  to warn about accidental proximity, yet the 
information that  can be displayed has similarities (Flarm, 2010; SAAB Group, 2010; 
Sandel Avionics, 2004). 
As the goal is to create theoretical groundwork it is important that the work here is 
itself grounded in theory. This means exploring the why  and how of all aspects of the 
work presented here,  and that in turn leads to examining more than just 
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visualisations themselves.  The goal of any  visualisations (including icons) in an 
aircraft cockpit environment is to support the pilot as a decision-maker. 
The possibility  of direct practical applications of the icons used in this thesis is not a 
priority, but care was taken to do all design work and experimental work in such a 
way  that any  results of a directly  practical nature are also theoretically  grounded and 
can be used in practical applications if needed.
Studies of decision-makers have shown that  traditional decision-making models do 
not  describe how  actual decisions are made, as they  tend to be normative in nature 
(Lipshitz & Strauss, 1997) and focus on how decisions should be made based on 
formal logic. The environment of the pilot  has a set of characteristics that match an 
approach called naturalistic decision making (NDM) which is focused on decision 
making in natural scenarios and expert decision makers (Orasanu & Connelly, 1993). 
NDM has a focus on decision-making in realistic situations,  which specifically 
includes the high stress environments and time pressure faced in the aircraft  cockpit 
(Klein, 1999; Lipshitz, Klein,  Orasanu & Salas, 2001; Orasanu  & Connelly, 1993). 
NDM also supports the use of simulation, noting aircraft simulation in particular 
(Lipshitz et  al., 2001) as a good field to use NDM in  an experimental setting. That 
allows the study  presented in this thesis to use an experimental approach in a 
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Figure 1: (Top) A traditional  cockpit layout showing primary flight instruments, navigation instruments, 
and engine monitoring instruments and a (bottom) modern cockpit using Multi Function Displays 
(MFDs) to show information as required, with the display on the far right being the primary flight 
display (PFD) and showing the primary instruments.



simulated environment to make sure that any  results are applicable to the real world 
and keep the whole research theoretically grounded. 

1.1. Thesis overview
Chapter  two contains background material and a more thorough exploration of the 
domains being explored and prior research within those fields. This includes going in 
depth through  what aircraft cockpits are like, exploring decision-making theories, 
and examining the field of information visualisation.
Chapter  three shows the initial plan for  the applied design  and research, while 
chapter four shows how the research was actually  performed and reports the results 
of the experiment.
Chapter  five consists of conclusions, a discussion,  and suggestions for  possible 
further avenues of research.

1.2. Problem domain
The research presented here focuses on a specific real world problem which  is the 
presentation of meta-information such as uncertainty  in the dynamic and time-
pressured environment of an aircraft  cockpit.  This brings a  certain focus to what 
needs to be explored and illustrates the limitations imposed by the setting. 

1.2.1. The aircraft cockpit
The aircraft cockpit is an environment with interfaces designed for supporting the 
pilot in his tasks, and those interfaces are mostly  aimed at getting crucial information 
to the pilot, as well as control systems to perform the actions decided upon by  the 
pilot. The modern fighter aircraft cockpit has gone through similar  development as 
the passenger plane cockpit, with older mechanical “clock face”  analogue gauges 
having been mostly  replaced by  digital computer screens, commonly  referred to as 
Multi-function displays or  MFD that can show  whatever information is required at 
that time (Hawkins, 1987; Roe & Eng, 1981; SAAB Group, 2010). These systems can 
then display  information as needed and consolidate information in ways that were 
impossible with the older  style of displays,  but also bring about problems in 
displaying all that consolidated information.
One aspect that has not changed with the advances in display  technology  is the 
purpose of the cockpit instrumentations; to support the pilot  in his tasks which 
include normal operations, decisions to do with the flight,  and in the case of fighter 
aircraft it also becomes necessary  to determine whether  other  entities are friendly  or 
hostile and make decisions based on the available information. 
The cockpit  then contains multiple decision support systems (DSS) for  different 
purposes, and modern aircraft makers take this role of the fighter’s sensor system 
and cockpit as being a DSS seriously  with  sensor capabilities and the approach used 
for the DSS being a major factor in attempts to sell their  aircraft (Boeing, 2013; SAAB 
Group, 2010) with particular focus being put on the safety  aspects of cockpit display 
design (Boeing, 2013). 

1.2.2. Decision-Making
Decision-making is a wide field, but the aircraft cockpit  makes some unique demands 
that help in  selecting what is needed from  decision-making theories. Decision-
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making in an aircraft cockpit involves a dynamic environment,  high stakes,  time 
stress, and can involve uncertainty,  which differentiates requirements for design and 
analysis of any  decision-making and decision-making support systems for aircraft 
cockpits from  more static scenarios.  The various existing decision-making theories 
each have their strengths and weaknesses. NDM supports the factors mentioned 
above that describe the requirements of the decision maker in  the aircraft cockpit 
(Orasanu & Connelly, 1993) and that leads to NDM being used in this thesis as a 
central approach for  providing a  theoretical framework for the analysis of icons in  a 
simulated aircraft cockpit. Using NDM in this way  for analysis is appropriate as NDM 
has a  history  of use in aircraft cockpits and has been suggested as being applicable to 
simulated aircraft cockpit  work as well (Lipshitz et al., 2001). These NDM approaches 
are mostly  observational in nature, and are thus descriptive approaches to decision-
making. This simply  means that NDM is used to observe and explain how  decisions 
were made in the observed scenario, but  does not suggest how to make decisions as 
that would fall to a  category  of decision-making theories referred to as prescriptive 
theories (Alenljung, 2008). 

1.2.3. Information visualisation
Information visualisation as a  field predates the computer and centres on presenting 
complex  information in a way  that is easily  understood by  a person and centres 
around creating a mental image of the information in the mind of the user (Spence, 
2007). The use of computers has however changed the field and opened up new 
possibilities. If we compare the two aircraft cockpits shown in figure 1  it  is easy  to see 
that the modern aircraft  cockpit  allows overlaying  multiple pieces of information 
(attributes) and changing what  information is displayed whereas the older cockpit 
type shows instruments that  generally  show  one or two pieces of information  at a 
time and can not change what is displayed as a response to changing situations. The 
addition of the possibility  of dynamically  changing what is displayed and the 
possibility  of displaying multi-variate information  as the situation requires is a  major 
change in the capabilities in aircraft cockpits. 
These cockpit  capabilities make it possible to show meta-information, such as 
uncertainty, which can be used to increase the decision-makers’ understanding of the 
information underlying the visualisation (Helldin,  2012). The need for presenting this 
sort  of meta-information for user trust in the system is suggested in  an approach 
called human centred automation (HCA), but  it is also questioned whether showing 
more complex information is necessary  at all times and whether  some information 
might best be shown to the users during training rather than when the tasks must be 
completed for  real (Helldin,  2012). HCA also states that information about system 
processes should be presented to the user  to ensure system  transparency  and build up 
and maintain user trust in the system (Helldin, 2012). 
Of the research on visualising meta-information that has been reviewed for  this 
thesis, most of what has been found is focused on non-time-pressured situations with 
many  of the experiments having been done in artificial laboratory  settings that  did 
not  include time-pressure as a factor. Some of that research involved threat 
assessment of some sorts in a static or low time-pressure environment (Bisantz, 
Finger,  Seong & Llinas, 1999; Bisantz, Marsigliolo & Munch, 2005; Bisantz et al., 
2009), while other research involved comparing houses for purchasing on a desktop 
computer (Spence, 2007), or visualisations for decision support systems designed for 
use in scenarios such as nuclear risk management where the time pressure is 
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measured in hours instead of in seconds as is the case in the aircraft cockpit 
(Mustajoki, Hämäläinen & Sinkko, 2007).
A new addition to information visualisation is the realisation that  user trust in the 
system must be maintained, and that user trust relies heavily  on what information is 
being shown. This has led to guidelines on HCA being developed (Helldin, 2012).  One 
such  guideline is a  requirement for system  transparency, i.e.  showing  what the 
system is thinking or bases its suggestions on (Helldin, 2012).  This requirement for 
system transparency  suggests a need for showing meta-information such as how 
certain the system is of whether  a contact being shown on a navigation display  poses 
a threat or not. Helldin (2012) reports that fighter pilots claim  that not having access 
to the information that the system has decreases their trust in the system’s 
recommendations. 

1.2.4. Aviation - aircraft cockpit and pilots
The details around aviation that are of most importance to this thesis have to do with 
how decision making and information visualisation are used in aviation. This means 
that the focus is on aircraft information systems and displays, the pilots, including 
their health requirements and training,  and the context in which the pilots must 
make their decisions.
Modern aircraft  cockpits use computer  screens, referred to as primary  flight displays 
(PFD) and MFDs, to display  information.  These displays make it  possible to show 
whatever  information is needed at the time it is needed, with the PFD being dedicated 
to showing the primary  instruments for flying the aircraft and the MFD screens to 
show  all other information such as navigation information, threats and risks, engine 
instruments,  and problem messages. This allows a single MFD to display  information 
that would previously  have required a cluster of instruments and switch what is being 
displayed as needed. An example is shown in figure 1  where the older  type of 
instrument panel is shown in the upper picture, and the lower picture shows a 
modern cockpit layout. The lower  image in figure 1  shows multiple identical MFDs 
that are each set  to display  a particular set of information, but which can be set to 
other display  modes such as using a synthetic vision system to show the view  forward 
which is very  useful in reduced visibility  conditions (Aviation Week, 2012). This 
synthetic vision system  uses a mixture of stored information about the terrain  (a 
model),  high accuracy  (wide area augmentation system, WAAS) GPS information, 
radar information from the aircraft’s primary  radar, and forward looking infra-red 
sensing which can get a clear  image of the ground ahead of the aircraft even through 
clouds or fog (Aviation Week, 2012).
This is something that can clearly  not be done on the older instrumentation shown in 
figure 1. It  is important that displaying this newly  possible amount of information 
should not create problems for  the pilots through illegibility,  clutter,  or through 
creating an information overload, as the cost of mistakes is high. That means careful 
design  of the visualisations for legibility  and taking into account how people make 
decisions in the real world. 
The pilots themselves have some defining characteristics that set them apart  from the 
general population, chief of which are health requirements that ensure that pilots are 
of sound health as well as having good vision and hearing (Transportstyrelsen, 2008). 
Pilots also have training on each type of aircraft they  fly  and the systems in that 
aircraft (Transportstyrelsen, 2008).  This means that any  information display  systems 
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designed for aircraft can take these factors into account  and do not need to take into 
account poor eyesight, colour blindness, or poor mobility. 
Health and vision aspects of pilots are well known and research exists on the 
visualisation of meta-information in scenarios with little time constraint and where 
the decision-maker  can focus on interpreting any  information presented. However, 
there is surprisingly  little information available on what kind of visualisations are 
needed to show meta-information in the conditions presented by  the aircraft cockpit 
(Bisantz et al., 2009), which involves time-pressure, multiple points of distraction 
(not least of which is the task of maintaining control of the aircraft) and a dynamic 
environment. Add to the mix that the pilot’s environment can contain quite large 
amounts of uncertainty  in many  situations and the research on how meta-
information can and should be displayed becomes even thinner on the ground.

1.3. Aim and objectives
The aim  of this thesis is to provide a  theoretical foundation in  the field of information 
visualisation for aircraft cockpit  use of icons that display  uncertainty  information. 
This includes the broader purpose of supporting the future use of the system 
transparency  guidelines suggested by  HCA in aircraft  systems that include threat 
assessment systems, and traffic collision avoidance systems such as TCAS and 
FLARM.
The research  question addressed in this thesis is how time-pressure and work level 
affect a pilot’s speed and accuracy  in  reading  an icon that presents uncertainty  for 
threat assessment under conditions that simulate a realistic aircraft cockpit  workload 
(or distraction level).  This includes how icons that have been previously  suggested 
and tested under  static laboratory  conditions support the reading of meta-
information under  simulated realistic aircraft cockpit conditions, and a  comparison 
between those icons and icons that are specifically  designed for the conditions in this 
experiment.  This will be achieved by  comparing how accurately  and quickly  existing 
icons from  prior research (Bisantz et al.,  1999; Bisantz et  al., 2005) are read against 
new icons created for this experiment under a realistic simulation  of aircraft cockpit 
conditions. These new icons use shape change and colour change instead of icon 
degradation as used by the existing icons.

1.3.1. Hypothesis
The basic hypothesis is that the icons that were designed for a  laboratory 
environment will not  be easily  read even by  trained pilots when time-pressure and a 
distraction task are present,  while the icon set designed by  the author  of this thesis is 
expected to lead to better  accuracy  and speed in reading the presented uncertainty 
information in  the simulated cockpit environment. More specifically, as the icons 
from Bisantz et al.  (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) use degradation of the icon to 
show  uncertainty, which makes a  range of uncertainty  visually  quite similar,  the 
expectation is that in a large mid-range of uncertainty  it will be hard to discern 
exactly  how much certainty/uncertainty  is present. In other  words, icon degradation 
is expected to lead to small errors and fast reading only without time-pressure and a 
distraction task being  present,  and even then only  when high certainty  is being 
shown, or when complete uncertainty  is being shown.  This was not a problem in the 
laboratory  setting used by  Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005), but the 
laboratory  setting  had the benefit of little limitation on icon size and little time-
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pressure,  as well as lacking any  form of primary  task or  dynamic environment to 
distract the decision-maker from judging what  the icon represents.  In the simulated 
aircraft cockpit conditions used in this thesis, the expectation is that the new icon set 
is easier to read in this range of certainty.

1.3.2. Possible contributions
Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) have done work that suggests using icon 
degradation to denote a lack of certainty  works well. These icons were tested in 
laboratory  conditions, and not in decision-making conditions representative of the 
aircraft cockpit  environment and must therefore be tested in  these more realistic 
conditions if this design approach  is to be used in  those conditions. An alternative 
approach is also presented for comparison. Any  result from this research is a 
contribution to the field of presenting meta-information, such as uncertainty, in  the 
aircraft cockpit.  If the icon design approach using icon degradation shown by  Bisantz 
et al. (1999) or Bisantz et al. (2005) is verified as working well in these conditions 
then that is a positive result,  while if they  do not work well then the results are that an 
alternate design approach to that employed for the old icons is required. Likewise, if 
the new  icon set presented here works well then that supports other design 
suggestions made by  Bisantz et al. (1999) that  suggest change of shape and/or  colour 
as being useful for the purpose. 
As there is not  much research  available on displaying uncertainty  information or 
other meta-information in time restricted, dynamic, and uncertain scenarios then 
laying the necessary  groundwork is required. Conversely, research exists that 
experiments with displaying exactly  this information, but the conditions used in 
those experiments mean that the results are not applicable to the conditions faced in 
the time restricted and dynamic conditions faced in  an aircraft  cockpit. The 
contribution of this thesis is then hopefully  to expand the conditions used in prior 
research to allow  results from  research that supported non-time pressured and non-
dynamic domains (Bisantz et al. 1999; Bisantz et al.  2005) to be applied in the aircraft 
domain.  Whether this contribution will actually  result from this thesis depends on 
the conclusions that can be interpreted from the results of the experiment that  will  be 
done. Three possible conclusions are:

Existing research can be applied in the aircraft cockpit without 
modifications.
Prior research from  Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005) can be 
applied with domain specific modifications to the aircraft cockpit domain.
The results from  the prior  research examined is not at  all applicable in the 
aircraft cockpit domain. 

If the results are clear enough to unequivocally  lead to one of the above conclusions 
then that would be a clear contribution to the field of uncertainty  visualisation, in 
particular when showing uncertainty information.
Other possible results are that the new  icon set performs worse than the existing icon 
sets, or that all icon sets prove to be unusable in  the proposed experimental 
conditions. The former  would validate the designs and the parts of the theoretical 
contributions of Bisantz et  al. (1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005) that have to do with 
the use of icon degradation while either  casting doubts on the theoretical suggestion 
about shape change and size change or suggesting that  the new icon design is 
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deficient in other ways. This result  is considered unlikely  due to the new icon design 
being based on shapes that  are heavily  used in aircraft displays, but must be 
considered. If all icon sets are shown to be unusable in the experiment  then the 
experimental setup must be thoroughly  examined, as the existing icons from Bisantz 
et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005) have already  been shown to be readable in 
conditions that should closely match one of the experimental conditions in this study.
The baseline for how easy  the three icon sets are to read will be an experimental 
condition  that does not include time pressure or a distraction task,  which shares 
similarities with Bisantz et al.  (1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005). As Bisantz et al. 
(1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) have presented research that shows their icon sets to 
be effective in such conditions it  will be possible to compare the results of the icon 
sets against this baseline condition. This is important to the goal of expanding upon 
the prior research by Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005).
Any  of these results will  be useful to the field of information visualisation, but will 
also benefit decision-making research, as being able to effectively  add meta-
information such as uncertainty  information into a  decision support system  used in a 
time-pressured and dynamic situation is useful.

1.3.3. Limitations
Two of the icon sets used in these visualisations come from  prior research into 
visualising uncertainty  while the third is custom designed for this study  by  the 
author. This third design will be based upon commonly  used symbols in aircraft 
displays today  that will then be modified to show uncertainty  according to 
suggestions from  visualisation and interaction design (Cooper, Reimann & Cronin, 
2007) as well as the research on the display  of meta-information by  Bisantz et al. 
(1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005) from which  the two existing icon sets are taken from. 
This approach may  or may  not be optimal, but  this is not  seen as a  major limitation as 
the primary  purpose of the experiment is to examine whether  the design approaches 
suggested by  Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et  al.  (2005) and which resulted in sets 
of icons designed for static laboratory  testing also support conditions that involve a 
simulated workload resembling that of a pilot while flying an aircraft. 
The additional icon set introduced earlier is to have a visually  simple design that 
resembles icons that are already  in use in the aircraft domain, and the experiment 
will examine how time pressure and a  dynamic environment in the form of a 
distraction task will affect the speed and accuracy  with which the icon sets are read, 
and how that compares to the existing icons from  Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et 
al. (2005). Thus the icon set that is to be designed for this study  is for examining 
whether  such a small and visually  simple icon based on existing icons from the 
aircraft domain can be read under the simulated workload even when incorporating 
shape change for  showing meta-information as suggested by  Bisantz et al.  (1999). 
This approach has a limitation in that the single additional icon set  is designed by  one 
designer, who is also the author of this thesis. Other  icon designs or methods of 
changing the icon might  thus be more appropriate, and other designers might 
approach the design process differently. Basing the new icon set  on icons already 
used in the aircraft domain was motivated by  the desire to minimise this problem, as 
is the choice of a method for showing meta-information that is supported by  prior 
research (Bisantz et al., 1999).
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The uncertainty  grading task is central to this study. This task is designed to be 
general in the sense that it  could apply  to moving objects such as aircraft or  missiles 
that are actively  trying to harm the decision-maker, aircraft or other objects that are 
accidentally  causing risk, or static objects that are creating  risk through their 
proximity  or  their  effect  on other  external factors such  as the weather. As such the 
task is designed to represent different  scenarios and software is used to support that, 
but  a limitation remains that  the quality  of the simulation is a factor as it will be run 
on a  normal home computer system and not in a full simulated cockpit. A  repeat of 
this study  or a continuation performed in  more accurately  simulated scenarios would 
ensure accuracy, but is not expected to lead to large differences in results.
The subjects will get to examine the icon sets before starting  the experiment,  and will 
receive a short training session.  Any  practice effects encountered as the experiment 
progresses will be balanced against through  changing the order that the conditions 
are presented in. 
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2. Theoretical background
This chapter  goes through the core concepts used in this thesis in more depth, and 
examines how the previously  introduced problem can be broken down into its 
constituent components. The chapter is split into three main sections. Section 2.1 
explains the pilots and their workplace (the cockpit) and the issues surrounding that, 
section 2.2 examines the field of decision-making including ill-structured and 
dynamic problems, and section 2.3 explains information visualisation as it pertains to 
the previous two sub-chapters.

2.1. Research context
This section goes through the context for the problem. That includes the cockpit 
environment and pilots, both in general aviation and the fighter aircraft domain.

2.1.1. The aircraft and the cockpit
An aircraft  cockpit  can be a high intensity  workplace, with high workloads occurring 
as standard at the beginning and end of the flight (Hawkins, 1987). The intervening 
time should be as uneventful as possible, yet the pilots must maintain constant 
vigilance as there are many  types of problems that can occur. An airliner flight  can 
last  between around 30 minutes and fifteen hours, and it is clear that maintaining 
vigilance for  long periods wherein not much  work is done other  than monitoring 
systems is not an easy  task. The fighter aircraft  cockpit  has some important 
differences when it comes to workload. A combat mission is limited by  the fuel 
reserves of the aircraft, leading to common missions being around one or two hours. 
Thus while the fighter  aircraft cockpit  shares many  commonalities with general 
aviation cockpits it also contains many  differences. A  primary  difference is that a 
general aviation pilot does not have to train  for and deal with  the threat of attack, and 
general aviation  aircraft do not carry  the equipment to deal with that form of threat. 
Furthermore,  modern general aviation passenger  aircraft have two pilots onboard 
who are specifically  trained to share the workload during high intensity  periods and 
assist one another in keeping vigilance during the long periods of low activity  that 
occur in extended flights (Hawkins, 1987). A fighter pilot, on the other  hand, is most 
commonly  alone in  his aircraft,  and must deal with the entire information flow on his 
own. This is why  companies such as SAAB Group have adopted approaches and 
slogans such as “Don’t need - Don’t show” with regards to their Jas 39 Gripen fighter 
aircraft (SAAB Group, 2010) which involves having the systems onboard the aircraft 
only  show information as needed on the integrated screens. General aviation aircraft 
also try  to minimise unnecessary  presentation of information, with Boeing using such 
an approach for its presentation of alerts and emergency information (Boeing, 2013).
The fighter  pilot  has the additional issue that he may  need to respond to external 
threats at any  time during  his mission, as opposed to the general aviation pilot who 
must mostly  respond to changes in weather or system  failures during flight. These 
threats faced by  the fighter pilot  may  include surface launched missiles, other  fighter 
aircraft, and air  launched missiles from  other aircraft. These are some threats that 
can be detected by  a fighter  aircraft’s onboard sensors and then have to be shown in 
some way  to the pilot. Regardless of whether the general aviation aircraft or the 
fighter aircraft are being examined there is always a  risk that the onboard sensors will 
also detect non-threatening objects such as private aircraft, airliners, and even 
passing flocks of birds. In fact,  the radar  cross section (RCS) of current fighter  aircraft 
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may  be no larger than that of a small group of birds or an extremely  large bird. 
Indeed, the JAS 39 Gripen has a RCS of 0.1  m2 (Alsér, 2002),  which is larger  than a 
seagull sized bird which has an RCS of around 0.01  m2 (Spruyt & Van Dorp, 1996) but 
may  be large enough to be accidentally  tracked on radar  as a possible object of 
importance. The problem  is then that the pilot must be able to discern  between 
objects in some way  so that an appropriate course of action may  be taken,  which is 
where the the onboard systems attempt to help the pilot through  showing 
information and meta-information. Discerning whether  an object on the screen is a 
threat to the aircraft  and pilot  has to be done quickly  and while the pilot flies the 
aircraft and monitors the rest of the situation surrounding him. The system must 
therefore be able to discern between these objects, or at  least show  in the interface 
when the system is uncertain of its classification. 
Furthermore,  the fighter pilot may  be assisted by  seeing what the system  expects the 
tracked object to do. General aviation pilots may  have radar information about 
weather,  terrain, as well as information about other aircraft  that have a transponder 
unit  that sends out a transponder identification code (Departments of the air  force 
and the navy, 1983; U.S. Navy  Hydrographic office,  1963). Identifying aircraft that 
explicitly  send out an identification signal carries low  uncertainty  and possibly  a 
lower  requirement for displaying system  uncertainty  than do the military  systems, yet 
uncertainty  may  still exist and can be useful for  the pilot.  Nowadays that might 
mostly  centre on signal uncertainty  and accuracy  issues, but that may  change. For 
instance, future systems that  have the current location  and movement vector of 
nearby  aircraft may  combine that information with information about normal 
procedures in the area, as this would allow for less traffic separation and increase the 
efficiency  of airports. Showing uncertainty  information in such a case would be of 
importance, particularly  in high intensity  phases of flight such as instrument 
approach, landing, as well as taxiing in low visibility  conditions. Current  general 
aviation pilots may  additionally  have primary  radar  systems configured to show 
terrain or weather  as well as traffic collision avoidance systems (TCAS) in larger 
commercial aircraft and FLARM systems in some light aircraft, and helicopters. 
FLARM systems became mandatory  for sailplanes in France from  the year 2013 
(Flarm, 2012). Both TCAS and FLARM can be integrated with the navigation displays 
which can then show the position of other aircraft  that pose a threat. Pilots must 
make their decisions under difficult conditions, with  time pressure,  possible dire 
consequences for wrong decisions, and often receive limited information suggesting a 
potential problem until very  late.  Future systems will be capable of analysing 
situations more thoroughly  than current systems, which creates a need for  displaying 
the information that results.

2.1.2. Pilots 
Making decisions under these kinds of conditions with the high  cost  of failure that  the 
domain entails requires making  sure that the pilots have the physical and mental 
capabilities required. This means that  even general aviation pilots with a private pilot 
license or a sailplane pilot  license are checked for a  range of diseases, with  special 
attention being paid to vision, hearing, heart issues, and anything that may  affect the 
pilots’ fitness such as diabetes (Easa.europa.eu, 2011a). 
As a consequence of this pilots are a relatively  homogenous group compared to the 
general population.  These health  requirements for  pilots mean that  no pilots are 
colourblind, their vision is within set limits and must be correctable with corrective 
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lenses, and they  do not suffer from diabetes or a number of other ailments that must 
be considered when working with the general population (Transportstyrelsen, 2008). 
All pilots are experts with  specialist training, commercial pilots then have a  higher 
level of procedural training and theoretical knowledge than private pilots on top of 
that, and fighter pilots have even more stringent physical and mental requirements as 
well as training for  their  specialist  environment  (Försvarsmakten, 2012; 
Transportstyrelsen,  2008).  The visual acuity  of a person with  standard 20/20 vision 
only  allows for seeing object down to a minimum  of 1  arc minute at a distance of 20 
feet  (6 metres), which is an angular measure that is 1/60th of one degree (Wikipedia, 
2012). Arc minutes are in some ways more useful to describe these minimum  sizes 
than normal length measures because arc seconds, being an angular  measure, take 
into account the distance between the eye and the object. At a distance of six metres 
one arc minute is approximately  1.59  mm, while the same size, 1.59  mm, resolves to 
two arc minutes at a  distance of three metres. This also shows that  the size of an 
object is irrelevant to any  discussion about whether  an object is large enough for 
seeing unless a  distance is also included, and an  understanding of the visual acuity  of 
the human eye is a prerequisite when discussing any  sort of information visualisation 
that needs have small elements or be far away.
These requirements for visual acuity  mean that  standard vision can be assumed for 
designing visualisations for use in aircraft.  As visual acuity  is standardised 
(Försvarsmakten, 2012; Transportstyrelsen, 2008) it becomes possible to use smaller 
visualisation elements than would be acceptable for the general population (Cooper, 
et al.,  2007) due to normal variances in the vision of that wide and heterogenous 
group. Another assumption that  can be made is that colour can be used in 
visualisations while red and green visualisations are recommended against in 
interfaces for  general users due to the possibility  of colourblindness (Cooper  et al., 
2007) ,  and the specialist training that pilots receive mean that visualisations may 
need training to use effectively.

2.1.3. Pilot training
After any  pilot  trainee has fulfilled the health requirements for  becoming a pilot he 
must then be trained.  This leads to the health  requirements being assessed very  early 
in  the process for  both civilian and military  flight  training. This training has 
theoretical and practical components, with  recurrent  training occurring regularly 
(Hawkins, 1987). After a commercial pilot has completed basic training and starts 
work he must then be trained on each aircraft type and this type rating  then has to be 
re-validated through a training session every year (Easa.europa.eu, 2011b). 
As pilots receive a  large amount of initial training in  the use of aircraft systems which 
is then  kept  up by  annual recurrent training (Hawkins, 1987) it becomes possible to 
ignore advice from  Cooper et al. (2007) who suggest that the majority  of users are 
perpetually  of intermediate skill and that this it the norm  when designing systems. 
Pilots are expert users, and research on pilots and the systems they  use must take that 
into account.
The training that pilots receive consists of a theoretical component  and a practical 
component.  The theoretical component includes such fields as regulations, 
meteorological theory,  aerodynamics, mechanics, and human factors (mental and 
physical health issues, psychology, teamwork theories, and decision making 
approaches). The practical side starts off with basic flight  training which mostly 
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involves automating the process of flying  the aircraft so that the pilot can focus on 
planning ahead,  as well as training emergency  procedures to such an extent that any 
panic reaction is eliminated, and integrates the teaching of basic theory  on 
aerodynamics, mechanics,  meteorology, and law (U.S Department  of Transportation, 
1980). Advanced flight training then teaches more advanced procedures for  normal 
flight, such as instrument flying without any  external references,  as well as teaching 
teamwork in the cockpit and teamwork for complex emergencies in difficult 
conditions (U.S Department of Transportation, 1980; Hawkins, 1987). Fully  trained 
pilots are then likely  to have similar behaviour both in normal conditions and in 
emergency  conditions,  and this increases as pilots work and train in strongly 
standardised environments such as those found in modern airlines.
Pilots are then a relatively  homogenous group physically  and behaviourally, and with 
different training levels to most other  professions. The reasons for  this seem obvious 
enough, but they  bear stating and are of importance. The price of mistakes is high 
and the workload alternates between extreme workloads and extreme boredom 
(Hawkins, 1987). Decisions that are made under these conditions have to be reliable 
and repeatable, and they  must be based on sound decision-making skills and solid 
information. Feedback from the system about the quality  of the information then 
becomes a critical factor for decision-making, as will be explained in section 2.2.

2.2. Decision-Making
Although this thesis is focused on visualising information in an aircraft  cockpit  an 
important  part of the analysis of the study  in this thesis is understanding the reasons 
behind any  differences in performance of the pilots when faced with different  icons. 
To examine this in a  meaningful and scientifically  grounded way  some approach that 
supports observation and analysis of the pilots’ thinking  and decision making 
processes is required, which leads the way towards theories on decision-making.
Making decisions is part of everyday  life,  and the word decision seems so simple that 
it  need not  be defined. That is not the case, as ambiguity  can arise around commonly 
used words.  A decision is defined in the Oxford Dictionary  of English (2010) as “a 
conclusion or resolution reached after consideration”, with  a sub meaning of “the 
action or process of deciding something or of resolving a question”. This does not 
fully  match Alenljung (2008), who points out  that a decision consists both of the 
matter  being dealt  with, and the decision outcome. It appears that the dictionary 
definition adds the action or process itself to to the definition, resulting in the term 
decision referring to three distinct issues: the subject matter that is the focus of the 
decision process,  the decision process itself,  and the decision outcome. This thesis 
will try  to make the distinction clear and note which of the three is being referred to, 
the decision subject, the decision process,  or  the decision outcome. Alenljung (2008) 
also notes that the person making the decision, the decision maker, may  perform  the 
decision process and make the decision, but may  not  be authorised to perform  the 
action that the decision  process points to. This is applicable in the fighter  aircraft 
domain, as in some cases external authorisation may be required for action. 
Research  on decision-making has been  ongoing for  decades and multiple approaches 
have been developed, each with its uses.  These theories can be split  into three main 
subject  areas which are centred around the size of the group making the decisions 
(Alenljung, 2008). These categories are individual decision-making, group decision-
making, and organisational decision-making (Alenljung, 2008).  The focus in  this 
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thesis is on how an individual pilot can be given additional meta-information about a 
possible threat that  has been detected which means that the focus is purely  on 
individual decision-making.  It is important  to note that all three categories may  at 
certain points apply  to even a single pilot fighter aircraft cockpit as some decisions 
may  require coordination and discussion between multiple pilots, ground stations, 
and even crew onboard support aircraft that may  have additional information  or 
decision-making power. Those group- or organisation based decisions are not a part 
of the focus of this thesis.
Individual decision-making  can also be approached from one of three main 
theoretical foundations, normative decision-making, descriptive decision-making, or 
prescriptive decision-making.  For  the purpose of examining why  a pilot  might rate 
one icon’s show of uncertainty  more accurately  than another  icon’s display  of 
uncertainty  then an approach is needed that allows the researcher to observe and go 
explore how  and why  the pilot makes those decisions.  That suggests using an 
approach that can be used to describe and analyse the decision after it has been 
made. Furthermore, examining what characteristics define the cockpit decision-
making environment makes any  such  choice of theory  easier. The aircraft cockpit, 
and the fighter aircraft  cockpit in  particular, can involve severe time-pressures, 
unstructured and information incomplete problems to solve, and quickly  changing 
and dynamic environments due to the high speeds involved. 
One theoretical approach is specifically  created to examine decision-making that 
involves all  those factors, and that  is naturalistic decision making (NDM). When 
introducing their  version of NDM Orasanu and Connelly  (1993) listed out eight 
factors that often apply  to decision-making in natural settings. These eight factors 
are: 

• ill-structured problems, 
• uncertain dynamic environments, 
• shifting and ill-defined or competing goals, 
• action/feedback loops, 
• time stress, 
• high stakes, 
• multiple players, 
• organisational goals and norms. 

Most natural scenarios will fit one or more of these descriptions, but  probably  not all 
(Orasanu & Connelly, 1993). Note how  a decision maker in an aircraft cockpit is likely 
to fit at least  the first six  of the eight characteristics most of the time, and that  seventh 
(multiple players) can come into play  if there are multiple aircraft working together, 
and the last one is likely  to be in play  at all times due to goals and norms being 
learned in training. The aircraft cockpit thus seems to fit  the characteristics that list 
what NDM is useful for exploring.
What are the other theoretical approaches like? Normative decision-making  is a 
logical approach to decision-making that presupposes a rational actor  and a complete 
dataset for  reliable judgment of best decisions, as well as presupposing a  full 
knowledge of what “better”  means (Baron, 2004). Baron (2004) argues that  the 
normative approach  is philosophical in nature, because although the actual decision-
making process uses mathematics the underlying argumentation, logic, and world 
view are philosophical in nature. Whatever field normative models belong to the 
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approach is grounded in  pure logic,  and as such bears little or  no similarity  to how 
people actually  make decisions (Baron, 2004; Lipshitz et  al.,  2001). This is not 
necessarily  a  bad thing, as illustrated by  the sunk cost fallacy, which shows that most 
people evaluate costs incorrectly  when faced with changes in the price of an object 
that they  have already  paid a binding fee on. People will stick to buying the object 
they  started spending on, even if an identical object becomes available that  has a one 
time cost lower than the remaining cost on the first object. Logic dictates that letting 
the binding cost of the first object go to waste and buying the same object elsewhere 
for a lower total price is the reasonable choice, yet people tend to finish their  more 
expensive purchase (Baron, 2004). Thus the logic of normative models using 
mathematics shows its strengths, as this logic clearly  states which deal to take. The 
disadvantage of normative theories is the same as the main advantage; that they  do 
not  work in a similar way  to human decision-making. As this thesis focuses on 
analysing reasons behind pilots’ (decision maker) rationale for  rating uncertainty 
information shown to then normative theories are not supportive for  the task at hand. 
In fact, Beach  and Lipshitz (1993) argue that classical decision-making theory  (CDM), 
to which  normative theories belong, is inappropriate for many  real world decisions, 
and take as an example a  aircraft cockpit example wherein a  Libyan airliner  violated 
security  areas and responded in strange ways to fighter aircraft  orders to land. This 
example resulted in tragedy  as the airliner ended up crashing into sand dunes and 
killing most people on board,  yet all decision-making by  the fighter  aircraft pilots is 
such  that hindsight does not provide other  reasonable courses of action (Beach & 
Lipshitz, 1993). 
Prescriptive decision-making focuses on suggesting which decision to make based on 
modelled data and is also a  largely  logical (mathematical) approach to decision-
making. Prescriptive theories to decision making are useful for  creating decision aids 
such  as checklists, as well as for training a decision maker  in responding to certain 
situations (Alenljung, 2008). As such, prescriptive decision-making theories are very 
useful for aircraft cockpits, particularly  for training purposes and creating checklists 
and standard operating procedures manuals (SOP) but less useful for observing  and 
explaining why  a  person makes an imperfect decision with full information available 
or a perfect decision based on partial information.

2.2.1. Descriptive decision-making theories
The core of descriptive decision-making is observing and examining how people 
actually  make decisions. There are, however,  two main approaches within descriptive 
decision-making theories: Judgement and Decision-Making (JDM), and NDM, as 
was previously  introduced on page 13. JDM focuses on  decisions between given 
alternatives and often uses a laboratory  setting, while NDM examines decisions in a 
natural setting with all the uncontrolled factors that such a setting can contribute 
(Alenljung, 2008). As JDM is less focused on ill structured and dynamic problems 
such  as those faced by  pilots then NDM ends up as the most  useful theoretical 
approach for exploring  the reasoning behind any  differences in decision-making 
performance between the different  icons being examined in the experiment presented 
within this thesis.
NDM rose to prominence due to an NDM based approach introduced by  Klein (1999) 
called recognition primed decision theory  (RPD) which gave new insights into expert 
decision-making in  time pressured situations. Klein (1999) observed firefighters at 
work and interviewed firefighters extensively,  with the surprising results that the 
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firefighters did not seem  to be using the decision approaches suggested by  existing 
decision-making theories. Instead of carefully  choosing  between alternatives these 
firefighters seemed to be matching small cues in  their environment to their  memories 
of prior experience and training, running extremely  fast simulations based on those 
parameters, and making very  fast decisions based on that (Klein, 1999). Instead of 
ignoring this as a failure of some sorts Klein  (1999) decided to investigate further  and 
ended up creating the RPD model which  creates a structure around the simple central 
premise.  An important factor  in RPD is that decisions are made by  an expert based on 
his recognition of a situation, a  quick mental simulation may  be run, and a course of 
action is chosen (Klein, 1999). Any  mismatches between the mental simulation and 
the real outcomes of the course of action are acted upon and used to make new 
versions of the mental simulation and modify  the course of action (Klein, 1999). This 
means that RPD is quick,  fast, and iterative. A weakness of RPD (and NDM in 
general) is that it is a way  of describing observed decisions, and not a  way  of 
suggesting courses of action (Klein, 1999; Lipshitz et al.,  2001) and is therefore 
unsuitable for tasks such as suggesting one of two options being better, or  calculating 
the quality  of possibly  courses of action based on sensor  data (Alenljung, 2008; 
Lipshitz et al., 2001).  On the other hand, NDM and RPD take into account  the 
expertise of the decision maker, and are indeed built  around expert decision makers 
(Klein, 1999; Lipshitz et al., 2001),  as well as functioning well even when high levels 
of uncertainty  are introduced or when the problem is ill  defined. This sets NDM 
approaches such  as RPD apart  from classical Behavioural Decision Theory  (BDT) 
approaches which are described as viewing experience as a nuisance variable that 
must be controlled against (Blasch & Plano, 2002; Lipshitz et al.,  2001) and makes 
RPD eminently  suited to an analysis of the experiment in this thesis which is 
performed in a dynamic environment and uses expert decision-makers.

2.2.2. NDM in the cockpit
Successful decision-making involves formulating plans and acting based on relevant 
information. This information may  be something that the decision maker has learned 
previously, or it may  be external information such as visible objects,  representations, 
sensor  data, or  abstractions of some sort such as icons on a screen.  If the information 
is external in nature and real-time (updated continuously) then the information must 
be transferred in some way  to the decision maker. Control systems of the past were 
often designed without taking this into account until late in  the design process, often 
relegated to being a design task that should be done after  all engineering challenges 
had been solved. This resulted in displays and controls simply  being put in front of 
the operator wherever they  fit into a control panel that was designed to simplify  the 
engineering (Pew & Mavor, 2007). This approach has been linked to nuclear 
accidents such as the one at the Three Mile Island facility, as well as multiple air 
accidents (Hawkins, 1987; Pew  & Mavor, 2007) where the required information was 
available, but did not  get  attention from the operators due to unclear information 
being presented or  too much competing information being presented at the same 
time. Eriksen and Eriksen (1974) also showed that visual noise gets processed at the 
same time as salient stimuli, which shows the importance of keeping  information 
displays clear of competing stimuli and argues for  keeping icons simple. Research  on 
non-experts in non-critical decision-making tasks have showed that more 
information can lead to worse buying  decision  being made when shopping on  the 
internet (Tan, Tan, & Teo, 2012). These results suggest that the amount of 
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information presented, the organisation of the information display, and the number 
of competing stimuli are critical for novices, intermediates, and experts alike. As 
novices, intermediates, and experts have different requirements and abilities 
(Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1980) it  becomes necessary  to take the expected skill level of the 
user into account during design. Most users are perpetually  at  an intermediate skill 
level (Cooper et  al., 2007) but as was shown when examining pilots in section  2.1 
then pilots can be considered a group consisting entirely  of experts in  their  task, and 
this makes the design requirements of the decision support system  somewhat 
different to those of other systems with a more heterogenous group of users. 
Lipshitz et al.  (2001) point out that NDM generally  requires observing decisions 
being made in real scenarios, but that certain  fields such as aviation offer the 
possibility  of using of simulation to recreate scenarios in  their fields and thereby 
make possible the use of NDM in an experimental setting. That  is indeed the case 
with  the aircraft cockpit  (Lipshitz et al., 2001), where even a home computer can 
simulate flying to the degree that it can be used to complement flight  training. 
Indeed, the X-Plane flight  simulation software can be used for entertainment or 
home simulation purposes also fulfils government requirements when used in 
conjunction with  certified hardware which allows a trainee pilot to use time spent 
flying the X-Plane simulator towards his pilot license (Laminar Research, 2012a).
As research  on NDM focuses on people in real-life situations making decisions, it has 
led to NDM being used for  various domains such as internet shopping  (Tan et al., 
2012), decision-making in strategic positions such as nuclear accident risk 
management (Mustajoki et  al.,  2007), decision-making in firefighting  applications 
(Klein, 1999), and more.  The last mentioned domain is of most interest here as it 
matches various factors that are important to the aviation domain. These factors 
include the level of expertise of the decision maker, the type of decisions being made 
which are mostly  operational and tactical but  not strategic (Alenljung, 2008), as well 
as Orasanu and Connelly’s (1993) eight factors describing decision making in 
naturalistic settings. Orasanu and Connelly  (1993) also describe NDM as typically 
dealing with  multiple decision makers working in  cooperation and while the fighter 
pilot may  need to make decisions by  himself there is still a troupe of supporting 
players behind any  airborne fighter,  as well as the organisational issues behind the 
pilot and his training.
The time pressure factor that is mentioned by  Orasanu and Connelly  (1993) is likely 
to cause simpler problem  solving skills to be used (Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 
1988), which  is fully  in line with Klein’s (1999) RPD model which suggests that 
optimal performance is obtained in decisions that are based on prior knowledge, 
which in turn supports Helldin’s (2012) assertion that  extensive training in the use of 
any  time critical visualisation system is required due to the need to build up the users’ 
trust in the system  and recognition of the various states that may  come up. This 
means that an analysis of how pilots grade the uncertainty  presented in icons needs 
to take into account that different  skills may  be in use depending on the level of time-
pressure,  which may  in turn assist with finding explanations in case large differences 
are seen between icon sets or conditions in the experimental tasks.
As has been discussed, NDM can be described by  eight factors (Orasanu & Connelly, 
1993) and one of those factors is uncertain and dynamic environments,  another is 
time-stress. Time-stress is one of the focus points of the research in this thesis, but no 
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less important is uncertainty, which is a factor  that  plays into what needs to be 
displayed to make sensible decisions.

2.2.3. Uncertainty in decision-making
To begin with it is important to understand what uncertainty  is and is not. A known 
inaccuracy  is referred to as an  error, while an unknown inaccuracy  is called 
uncertainty  (MacEachren, Robinson,  Hopper, Gardner, Murray, Gahegan, & Hetzler, 
2005). Two main  methods exist to show uncertainty, those are reporting the accuracy 
as it is known, and the other involves showing the errors or unknown aspects 
(MacEachren et  al,  2005). Showing the accuracy  is the more common approach, and 
MacEachren et al. (2005) hypothesise that this is to give a good image of the system. 
An unintended consequence of that may, however, be instilling a  false confidence in 
the decision maker. This becomes apparent when examining Helldin’s (2012) study 
on HCA that finds a need for training the user  of a decision support system  (DSS) so 
that the user  understands the underlying process behind the system’s 
recommendations, which is ignored in  basic the aforementioned depictions of 
accuracy. A  display  that states a 70% certainty  fails to explain where the remaining 
30% come from, which can lead to decisions based on mathematically  sound 
reasoning that may  yet lack rationality. Another approach is required, Helldin (2012) 
states,  to ensure that the user builds up trust based on experience and understanding, 
and it logically  follows that  using a critical system  without this understanding can 
lead to the user  distrust, or  overconfident decisions based on a partial understanding 
of the situation.  Overconfidence is then a major concern when visualising 
uncertainty, and one that Bisantz et al. (1999) specifically  aim  to combat through the 
use of icon degradation to show uncertainty.
One important  point that has been made as far as decision-making based on 
uncertain information goes,  is that the user has to have a level of trust in the system 
(Helldin, 2012). Gaining that trust  requires training the user in how the system 
works, as well as showing the user the level of uncertainty  and showing the user what 
actions the system  performs (Helldin, 2012), and has led to the development of 
guidelines for HCA that  define how an  automation system must support  the decision 
maker by  explaining what the system is doing and why, and the importance of not 
automating some tasks which can reduce the decision makers overview of the 
situation or  increase his distrust of the system  (Helldin, 2012). These guidelines for 
HCA in the fighter aircraft are focused on system transparency  as Helldin (2012) 
deemed this to be of crucial to operator trust and performance. Helldin’s adapted 
HCA guidelines are split into two main categories: automation design, and system 
transparency. The guidelines that are of most interest to the task in this thesis come 
from both  those categories and involve training the operator in the use of the system 
to build up trust, evaluating the trust of the operator as a novice and after experience 
is acquired, showing in some way  if data is incomplete or missing and making any 
automation cooperative in nature instead of taking over completely  from the 
operator.  Of these guidelines the one that is of most direct consequence to this thesis 
is the one focused on showing a lack of data  or  problems with information. A  lack of 
awareness of problems with the source data  or  the information that is interpreted 
from that data is a major  concern  and has been traced as a  major contribution in 
multiple disasters involving military  and civilian settings (Fisher & Kingma, 2001; 
Hawkins, 1987), as will be further examined.
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Kobus,  Proctor, and Holste (2001) showed that expert decision makers in  a  military 
setting took significantly  longer to examine a situation incorporating high  uncertainty 
than did a group with less experience, but after the initial time spent on assessing the 
situation the experts made significantly  faster  and more appropriate decisions (i.e. 
decisions that were more likely  to end in  success). This is an important  point  as it  can 
be taken to show how experts are likely  to take in all the information  that the time 
allows before choosing a course of action, and suggests that any  information system 
made to support experts should then find appropriate ways to display  as much 
information about any  factors of uncertainty  as possible, and even allow  for  some 
interaction to explore more information regarding that uncertainty  if the situation 
allows it. Combining the findings of of Klein (1999),  Kobus et al.  (2001), and Tan et 
al. (2012) shows that it is necessary  to limit the information presented to what is 
required (avoid superfluous information), show information that may  help an expert 
recognise a situation, and present information about the uncertainty  of the 
information (meta-information). Fulfilling those goals simultaneously  is a  non-trivial 
task which needs a method for the system  designer to visualise and understand the 
system at a relatively  high level of abstraction, and to model the flow of data from  the 
sensors all the way to the user where it must be presented in a usable way.
The accuracy  of information is critical for decision-making, and clear access to the 
limitations of that information is equally  critical.  This is exemplified in multiple 
disasters, such as the Mann Gulch disaster where firefighters died due to false 
assumptions and poor information management down the chain  of command (Weick, 
1993) as well as the Space Shuttle Challenger  disaster  where chronic information 
mismanagement meant that the available information was inconsistent to the point 
where a skilled orator  could argue for or  against launching the shuttle as he pleased 
and back his arguments up with his selected information (Fisher & Kingma, 2001). 
An example from  within the military  domain involves the USS Vincennes guided 
missile cruiser shooting down an Iranian passenger plane. The information that the 
aircraft was not  a  threat  was available, but  the system  changed designations of targets 
in  such a way  that keeping track of threats was not  easy, and threat assessments were 
not  clearly  visible at all times (Fisher & Kingma, 2001).  This lead to the crew being 
unsure and feeling at risk, overrating threats, and mixing up targets.  That single 
mistake cost 290 lives.
The examples that have been mentioned all contained multiple failures. There were 
information quality  problems, management problems, decision-making problems, 
technical problems, and social problems (Fisher & Kingma, 2001; Weick, 1993). It 
has, however, been argued that all of those disasters could have been easily  avoided if 
the problems within the available information had been clear (Fisher & Kingma, 
2001; Pew & Mavor, 2007; Weick, 1993). If the the problems in NASA’s information 
had been clear  to the decision makers it would have been clear that delaying the 
launch was necessary, but as it happened there was no way  of seeing the problems 
with  the information (Fisher & Kingma, 2001).  These examples then go to highlight 
the need for conveying the accuracy  level and any  areas of uncertainty  within the 
information to the decision maker.
Reliable decision-making  means getting access to the correct  information at the right 
time, which in turns requires a  reliable transfer of information from  the system  that 
contains the information and over to the decision maker. The field of information 
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visualisation specialises in this transferral of information, and therefore it  is 
necessary to explore that field now.

2.3. Information visualisation
Information visualisation is not  a new  field as such, as it is a field that  at its core has 
the focus of presenting information in a way  that makes easy  to see connections 
between information points and make understanding of information easier (Spence, 
2007). That information visualisation is not a  new  science can be shown be famous 
visualisations made in centuries past, such as Dr. John Snow’s 1845 map of cholera 
outbreaks visualised on a street map, or  Minard’s 1869 visualisation of Napoleon’s 
loss of soldiers during his attack on Moscow  in  the winter  of 1812-1813 that shows 
visually  the loss of life over  time and over sections of the campaign (Tufte, 2001). 
What is relatively  new in the field of information visualisation is the use of the 
computer, interactive visualisations,  and real-time visualisations using a mixture of 
sensor  data and models (Spence, 2007). This is down to increases in computing 
power, lower costs, and high resolution displays that can display  any  graphics that 
could previously  only  have been displayed on paper (Spence, 2007). Information 
visualisation is thus the act  of getting information to a  user in an usable form  for 
internalisation and understandability  (Spence, 2007; Tufte, 2001). Spence (2007) 
points out that a  computer is not  necessary  for  information  visualisation, but that the 
computer has changed what is possible, as well as what is required of the field. 
Aircraft and information visualisation have had a long and well documented history 
together, with failures in the visualisation of information being a  known contribution 
to multiple aircraft  accidents in the past. An example of this is the representation of 
altitude, which is done through  an altimeter.  Altimeters look like clock faces, with 
numbers from zero to nine, and two hands to point at the required numbers. These 
two hands show hundreds of feet (the longer, thinner hand) and thousands of feet 
(the shorter, wider hand). As passenger aircraft fly  at  altitudes of tens of thousands of 
feet  a requirement was born to show that scale as well, and the three handed 
altimeter was born. Unfortunately, the third hand caused confusion when reading the 
altimeter at a glance, as is required during flight within instrument meteorological 
conditions, which led to pilots overestimating their altitude at critical points and 
crashing (Hawkins,  1987; Spence, 2007). Altimeter data is a single number which is 
referred to as univariate data,  and displaying that was thus shown to be more 
complex than was previously thought. 
Nowadays visualisations often encode much more information in a single 
visualisation, as well as integrating ways to switch  between what is shown. Most new 
aircraft, even small general aviation aircraft such as the well known Cessna 172 
aircraft, now have digital displays instead of the old instruments such as the analogue 
altimeter that was explained earlier, and this brings new challenges. The Cessna 172 
includes a  Garmin G1000 integrated flight deck, which has two large screens that are 
each a  multi function display  (MFD), although one of the displays is set up to as a 
primary  flight display  (PFD) that can show additional navigation data (Cessna 
Aircraft Company, 2012a). These Garmin G1000 units are in many  ways similar  to 
what is found onboard large commercial aircraft,  having many  of the capabilities of 
the systems in those larger  commercial aircraft, which results in  a quick reference 
guide for the system that is 190 pages long (Garmin,  2007).  Indeed, the G1000 
system is not only  standard on the Cessna 172 training aircraft, but also on the Cessna 
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Citation  Mustang business jet,  as well as the Cessna C208 Caravan light transport 
aircraft (Cessna Aircraft Company, 2012b). 
The days of the old altimeter  thus seem numbered, and maybe that is for  the best. 
Figure 2 shows an altimeter  of the old style next to a picture of the G1000 altimeter 
display. Here it  becomes interesting to note that the old altimeter  struggled with 
displaying three significant numbers of a single variate (hundreds,  thousands, and 
tens of thousands of feet) and showed the set  atmospheric pressure, while the G1000 
display  shows those same numbers as well as showing predictions of altitude change 
(altitude trend), a set target altitude both in numerical form  and visual form  that 
shows visually  when that altitude is reached/maintained, as well as warning 
information about minimum  altitudes (Garmin, 2007).  These visualisations,  both the 
individual icons and the total altitude situation visualisation, are clear  and easily 
understandable and changes can be seen as movement. The same can  be said of the 
Garmin G1000’s display  of location. Older navigation instrumentation largely 
consisted of a compass needle and radio beacon needles that pointed towards radio 
beacons on the ground (Departments of the air force and the navy, 1983) with all 
combination of information and situational awareness happening within the pilot’s 
mind. Contrast that with the Garmin G1000 which does give compass information 
coupled with  bearing information (the direction towards a  specified object), but adds 
in  a  moving map display  which shows the current location of the aircraft,  history  (a 
breadcrumb trail showing  where the aircraft has been),  the target area is shown 
visually, as well as more information (Garmin, 2007).
This change is mirrored in  the fighter aircraft domain, even though some advanced 
equipment such as a  moving map display  have been in some fighter aircraft  since 
since the late 1970s, with the Harrier  GR Mk.1  being a notable example (Roe & Eng, 
1981). Modern aircraft such as the SAAB JAS 39 Gripen, like general aviation aircraft, 
MFDs that can display  information as needed from  the aircraft’s sensor suite or  any 
stored information (SAAB Group, 2010).  A major difference between the Garmin 
G1000 system  onboard a  Cessna 172 training aircraft  and the system onboard a JAS 
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Figure 2: A classical altimeter on the left, and the Garmin G1000 altimeter display in the centre. The 
top of the G1000 display shows what altitude has been “set” as a target, altitude trends would be 
shown in the main window, and rate of change in thousands of feet per minute are shown at the right 
side of the window. At the bottom is the air pressure setting, which can also be seen at the right side 
of the classical  altimeter. The display on the right is a full view of the G1000. Garmin G1000 pictures 
copyright of Garmin Ltd. (2007).



39  Gripen is that the Gripen has a  larger array  of sensors that feed more detailed data 
about more factors into the system, and anything deemed important must  then be 
shown to the pilot (SAAB Group, 2010). This is in  addition to all the situational 
awareness information and navigational information that  the pilot of the Cessna 172 
requires, and this must be displayed within the same visualisation space as the basic 
tools for situational awareness. 
All this means that much more information can be displayed at once, and placing less 
demands on the pilot as much of the combination and overlaying of information has 
been moved from the pilot’s mind and to the display  itself. The pilot thus gets freed 
from some very  complex mental tasks, such as mentally  overlaying onto a map some 
live data from one or  two radio navigation devices that  only  show the direction to a 
beacon as well as a compass needle. This is what allows for adding in the information 
that has been discussed in the decision-making section.  Adding multiple attributes or 
new forms of information such  as uncertainty  into the system  and expecting  the pilot 
to have the capacity  to understand them and react to them  is only  possible if the 
information is combined and displayed in  a  simple manner by  moving as much 
combination and interpretation work as possible from  the pilot  to the system. All 
information thus needs to be presented in such a way  that does not require the pilot 
to perform  complex combination and interpretation of the underlying data.  This does 
require that all  parts of the visualisation are designed to support this and to minimise 
the effort needed to read those visualisations and monitor their  state. In this thesis 
that is the focus, to see whether  icons that  have been used in  experiments can be read 
in the environment in which pilots operate.
The importance of simplifying visualisations and customising to the situation in 
which they  are to be used becomes apparent when examining a seemingly  simple task 
such  as displaying text in a  cockpit. This has its challenges, as was shown by  Vinot 
and Athènes (2012). Vinot and Athènes (2012) showed that normal text  fonts are 
optimised for whole words and sentences and do not  support the specialist  needs of 
an aircraft cockpit where most text displays show specialist codes in all capital letters 
that lack the normal flow of normal text which  uses mostly  lower-case letters and 
uses capital letters to mark special words and the beginning of sentences. Vinot  and 
Athènes (2012) thus showed that specialised fonts are required for specialised tasks, 
and that assuming that  a visualisation method works across domains, between 
general use and specialised use,  is not a fair  assumption.  This suggests that icons 
designed for  static testing may  not be usable in more dynamic scenarios. Vinot and 
Athènes (2012) further found that the normal aircraft cockpit that uses multiple 
MFDs that  may  sit at differing angles and distances to the pilot  can cause problems 
due to scaling and the size of artefacts. This ties in with the icons used in this thesis, 
as the experiment aims to take icons from  another domain and test  them  in a 
simulated aircraft cockpit environment, as well as to test an icon set specifically 
designed for the aircraft cockpit.
Another  point for  simplifying the presentation of information comes from  Bisantz, et 
al. (2005) who showed that using graphics instead of pure text or text  annotations 
can increase the space among items and thereby  reduce screen clutter. Bisantz, Cao, 
Jenkins, Pennathur, Farry, Roth, Potter,  & Pfautz (2011) showed that using text or 
numerals to add precision to an  icon displaying uncertainty  does not add to its 
understandability. Furthermore, Bisantz et  al. (2005) point to older  research on 
perception (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) that suggests that  visual elements that are 
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closely  grouped or  even a part of the same object  can be processed in parallel which 
allows for an increase in performance over using separate items or text displays to 
convey  information.  Furthermore,  the research done by  Eriksen and Eriksen  (1974) 
also suggests that separation distance between elements plays a critical role as 
competing stimuli are always processed and reduce the available cognitive power  for 
processing the main information being presented. This is supported by  the Gestalt 
school of cognition which involves unifying stimuli and creating an image in the mind 
in  one step without intermediate building steps (Lindblom, 2007). The Gestalt school 
of cognition lead to the formation of the Gestalt laws of grouping which are widely 
used in user interface design, including interface design in aircraft cockpits (Lif, 
2012). This suggests that any  icon designed specifically  for  readability, e.g.  for the 
aircraft cockpit environment, should avoid unnecessary  elements or numerical 
information, and that an icon design that takes these Gestalt  laws of grouping into 
account are likely  to be easier  to read in a setting where reading the icon may  be a 
secondary task.
Combining these points suggests that  if the icon’s readability  is to be maximised then 
the visualisation in use should consist  of objects that are tightly  grouped to the point 
that they  are thought of as one item, with changes in shape, size, colour, and opacity 
being primary  ways of communicating information  (Riveiro, 2007). This matches 
what Bisantz et al.  (1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005) have found through experiments 
with  icons showing uncertainty,  as well as using a  degradation of the icon, which  can 
be seen as a form of shape change,  to convey  uncertainty  information. The 
experiments by  Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) have focused on simple 
icon sorting tasks and icon rating tasks using printed cards and a stock purchasing 
task using computer software. Those conditions are quite unlike the high time-
pressure and highly  dynamic conditions faced by  pilots which means that it is 
uncertain how much of the research done by  Bisantz et al.  (1999) and Bisantz et  al. 
(2005) is applicable in the aircraft cockpit.

2.3.1. Visualising uncertainty 
As was seen in the section about  decision-making it is necessary  to take into account 
many  forms of uncertainty  when making a  decision. When assessing the situation in 
an aircraft this uncertainty  may  involve multiple factors, such as sensor accuracy, 
model accuracy, differences between the capabilities of a sensed object and its most 
likely actions, and more. 
Visualising uncertainty  information requires working out what  sources and types of 
uncertainty  information needs to be shown at  any  given time to support  the user. In 
the context of an aircraft  it becomes necessary  to consider sensor  uncertainty, 
uncertainty  surrounding the calculations required to combine the signals from the 
sensors, the scenario and context of the aircraft, stored data (and the combination of 
stored data with the sensor data), as well as addressing uncertainty  within the 
decision-making process of the pilot. This last point has clear significance when 
examined from  the position of research into decision-making failures where decision 
makers ignored available information (Fisher  & Kingma, 2001), did not notice 
available information, did not comprehend the significance of available information, 
or lacked meta information about quality  issues in the information (Fisher & Kingma, 
2001). This last point shows the importance of displaying problems with the 
information, and that can be done in multiple ways in non-time critical tasks or 
where display  space is plentiful but fighter aircraft, and indeed aircraft cockpits in 
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general, have multiple restrictions such as time,  screen real-estate, and direction of 
attention towards a current goal. This thesis will explore only  one of these areas, 
which is the presentation of one dimension of meta-information, the certainty 
surrounding one measurement (hostile/friendly  status of a contact) and will not  go 
deeper into the other forms of uncertainty.
Many  methods for visually  displaying uncertainty  have been experimented with, but 
most published research on uncertainty  visualisation focuses on large screens and 
game-like environments and laboratory  conditions (Bisantz et al., 1999; Bisantz et al., 
2005; Bisantz et al.,  2011; Lif, 2012; Sager, Grier, Jackson, Levchuck and Steltzer, 
2007). Lif (2012) points out that the using  laboratory  conditions and subjects that  are 
not  pilots reduces the external validity  of visualisation research for aircraft cockpit 
display. One test  that did add in some time pressure used transparency  as a certainty 
visualisation (Bisantz et al., 2011) with  icons that were 20x24 pixels wide in  a missile 
defence game. This research  by  Bisantz et al. (2011) showed that there was no overall 
benefit from numerical uncertainty  information being presented at the same time. 
This conclusion  is further supported by  Sager et  al.  (2007) who found that the use of 
colour,  transparency, shape changes, or  texture resulted in icons that were easier to 
read than those using numerical information in almost all cases.  Sager  et al. (2007) 
note that where multiple sources of uncertainty  must be shown then it  becomes 
harder  to show uncertainty  without the user losing an oversight of what the system is 
doing, which would directly  violate the HCA guidelines of system  transparency  and 
would not support user trust in the system (Helldin, 2012).

2.4. Visualisation Design
General requirements for visualisation design are to figure out what information and 
sources of uncertainty  are needed to support decision-making as well as what is 
required to support user trust in the system, as is required by  HCA guidelines 
(Helldin, 2012). However, as this research is aimed verifying whether  icons using 
degradation work under a workload designed to represent an aircraft cockpit,  this 
requirement is not critical, as the information to be displayed is determined by  the 
icons taken from Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005). Designing the 
additional icon to be similar  to what is commonly  used in  aircrafts cockpit is a 
realistic approach  for the visualisation design itself to add to the validity  of the 
experiment (Shaughnessy  et  al., 2009). The icon designer will start  by  going through 
what systems that already  in use look like. That mostly  involves looking up images of 
how existing systems show  detected aircraft, and has found that the Garmin G1000 
(Garmin, 2007), Sandel ST3400 TAWS/RMI unit for general aviation aircraft (Sandel 
Avionics, 2004),  and the Universal Avionics EFI-640 unit  (Universal Avionics, 2012) 
among others all use the basic rhombus shape (a square with a corner  pointed 
upwards) to denote aircraft that  pose a threat (see figure 3). The current display 
onboard the JAS 39  Gripen fighter aircraft uses a triangle, as that can also be used 
show  direction of movement (Pohlmann, Vafamand, Ayalew, Westerblad, & Zhong, 
2010) and adds a line extending from the front of the triangle to show a movement 
vector (Pohlmann, et al., 2010).
As the user group is a homogenous group of expert users the design must  be aimed at 
this skill level. This imposes some challenges, as most support material on design 
(Cooper  et al, 2007; Benyon et al.,  2005; Krug, 2009) as well as much existing 
research on icons for  visualising uncertainty  (Bisantz et  al., 1999; Bisantz et al.,  2005; 
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Bisantz et al., 2011; Riveiro, 2007) is aimed at  what Cooper et al.  (2007) refer  to as 
the perpetual intermediate skill level of user. This means that the design of the 
visualisation to be used in this research must  use a mixture of general design 
guidelines and the available work on the visualisation of uncertainty  as can apply  to 
small icons.
The high level of uniformity  and information about the physical attributes of the 
pilots themselves,  such as their vision, mean that many  common design guidelines do 
not  apply  or can at least be partly  ignored. Those design guidelines specify  minimum 
sizes and recommend against the use of colours or  low contrast between areas 
(Cooper  et al.,  2007), among other things. Being able to ignore some of these 
guidelines allows the use of transparency, which lowers contrast, colour,  and nested 
or compound icons where the centre and border  are of different colours that  can 
convey  different information attributes but  would be too small for use for the general 
population as well as the use of colour would discriminate against  colourblind users. 
As only  two attributes, friendly/hostile status and certainty  level, are being visualised 
in  this experiment some of those factors are not important in this case, but the use of 
colour  and small icon sizes does mean that  relatively  small changes in an icon can be 
used to show changes in certainty.

2.4.1. Icons from prior work
Bisantz, et  al.  (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) studied how  uncertainty  could be 
visualised and experimented with a few different icon designs. Some of these are 
shown in figure 4. Bisantz et al.  (1999) experimented with how  uncertainty  could be 
displayed,  and found that certainty  and uncertainty  levels could be shown through 
colour  changes, shape changes, size changes, and transparency  changes, as well as the 
approach that Bisantz et  al.  (1999) then experimented with  which is degrading the 
icon to show uncertainty (see figure 4).  
One question can be argued to exist for these visualisations put  forward by  Bisantz et 
al. (1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005), and that is whether these icons actually  manage 
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Figure 3: Two TCAS/traffic information systems (TIS). On the left is the Sandel  ST3400 TAWS system 
using a Sandel  SN4500 display, and on the right is a Garmin G1000 system. Note that both show 
rhombus shaped icons to denote general  traffic, and the Garmin G1000 also uses a circle shape to 
denote a traffic  advisory. Red boxes were added to draw attention to the rhombus symbols used for 
showing other aircraft.



to separate the certainty  visualisation and the uncertainty  visualisation as Bisantz et 
al. (1999) and Sager  et al. (2007) argue for.  As the icon degradation is linked to the 
certainty  of a contact being hostile or friendly  and being linked to the shape change of 
the icon it can be argued that the icons are only displaying  certainty  information. If, 
however, the icons were to use the shape change from  smile to frown or from up 
arrow to down arrow  to denote opinion on hostile/friendly  status, and then use icon 
degradation to show some form of system  uncertainty  such as model uncertainty  or 
sensor  uncertainty  then the icons would be showing much more.  As it is, the icons by 
Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) show only  one data  dimension, and any 
icons designed for comparison must  therefore show the same information dimension, 
which is certainty.  This suggests that any  additional icon  sets designed for the 
experiment in this thesis should show only certainty and friend/hostile information.

2.5. Combining theories into practice
All theories in chapter two are important for explaining the domain and its needs in 
terms of the visualisation of uncertainty  information or other meta-information. 
Planning and performing an experiment that expands prior  research  into a new 
domain that does not share a context with the prior research it  build upon requires 
careful design and a strong theoretical foundation to ensure that the new expanded 
research will be useful. This is why  such a  great focus is put on decision-making 
theories in general,  and NDM in particular. The focus on NDM is also used to justify 
the choice of the experimental approach used incorporating  simulation, as well as 
grounding and strengthening the analysis that  results from the experiment.  Without 
a decision-making theoretical background such an experiment would not be suitable 
for expanding the prior research  on uncertainty  visualisation into the aircraft 
domain.  The point of using decision-making theories in this thesis is thus to tie the 
multiple disparate domains together, as decision-making is the reason why 
visualisations are being  used to transfer  uncertainty  from the system  to the pilot. The 
goal of the visualisations and the reasoning for the need to show uncertainty  are to 
support the pilot in his decision-making process.
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Figure 4: Icons on the left were used by Bisantz et al., (1999) showing the different icons used in their 
experiment. The lower image shows the progression from definitely friendly to definitely hostile. 
(Bisantz et al.1999). Icons in the right hand image were used by Bisantz et al. (2005). The arrow 
icons at the right will be used in the experiment in this thesis. (Bisantz et al., 2005). 



3. Research design
The aim  of this thesis is to lay  groundwork for using icons that show  uncertainty 
information to pilots in  their natural environment. This aim is to be achieved through 
determining pilots’ performance in judging uncertainty  information encoded in an 
icon under conditions similar  to those faced in an aircraft cockpit. This suggests an 
experimental approach, and that experiment must  evaluate the icons themselves and 
the theories behind them, not the pilots, as there is a need for theoretically  and 
empirically  grounded icons for displaying meta-information in aircraft cockpits, 
including both the military and civilian domains. 
This requirement can be fulfilled by  examining whether  icons designed in  prior 
research (Bisantz et  al., 1999; Bisantz et al., 2005) for showing exactly  this type of 
meta-information can be transferred directly  to the aircraft domain, or  whether 
modifications are necessary.  For this purpose this thesis will use two sets of icons 
from the research by  Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et  al.  (2005) and tests them  in 
an aircraft  cockpit environment.  A third icon set will be designed specifically  for this 
the research for  comparison with the older icon sets. The design of this new  icon set 
will based on design approaches suggested by  Bisantz et al. (1999) but not used in 
that research, as well as taking into account icons already  in  use in aircraft cockpits as 
well as general design guidelines (Cooper et al. 2007; Nielsen, 2007).  This is done to 
test the theoretical findings of Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) and 
couple them with a visual design typical for current aircraft instruments.
An experimental approach is chosen for  the reason that an experiment gives the 
possibility  of closely  examining  the relationship between icon sets used and 
conditions on  the one hand, and performance and user  trust on the other  hand. As 
NDM allows for the use of an experimental approach  through the use of simulation 
this is seen as ideal, as this allows for creating an experimental design that combines 
acceptable internal validity  and high external validity  (Lipshitz et al., 2001; 
Shaughnessy  et al., 2009).  The experiment will use both quantitative and qualitative 
evaluation methods, with time,  accuracy  in rating uncertainty  level of the icon, 
subjective reporting of confidence in the subjects’ own ratings, and subjective 
reporting of the trust in  information accuracy  being the main points. Helldin’s (2012) 
HCA criteria on gaining user trust through system  transparency  require the 
measurement of subjective information as well as measuring how that impacts 
performance,  and this necessitates the use of both quantitative qualitative 
measurements. 
Sampling in qualitative information about the subjects’ preferences will be done both 
during the experiment through the main data sampling  process, and after  the 
experiment itself through the use of a short questionnaire with the goal of assessing 
the subjects’ trust in the icon sets.
The choice of pilots as subjects instead of students has to do with the NDM approach 
being followed, as NDM requires realistic scenarios and suggests the use of 
simulations to make experimental research possible (Lipshitz et  al., 2001). Creating 
representative scenarios and selecting representative subjects also increases the 
external validity of the experiment (Shaughnessy et al., 2009). 
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The basic requirement is then to create a usable experimental setup that realistically 
simulates the time-pressure in  an aircraft cockpit, as well as to display  the three icon 
sets that are to be tested and record the subjects’ accuracy  and speed in interpreting 
the individual icons in the icon sets. If the HCA system  transparency  guidelines 
(Helldin, 2012) are to be supported then the subjects’ level of confidence in the 
information presented should also be recorded. This will be done through  recording 
how confident the subjects are in their own interpretation of the icon.
Basic information about the subjects themselves will also be useful for  analysing the 
reasons for  any  performance issues or anomalies between subjects. This suggests a 
short  pre-test questionnaire that will be used to sample in information about the 
subjects. The same sheet  will also contain a post-test questionnaire wherein subjects 
will be asked to rate their own performance on the three icon sets,  and will be asked 
to rate the icon sets in order of preference.

3.1. Selecting subjects 
The group that is being targeted,  fighter  pilots, have training and selection criteria 
that mean that members of the general population can not be seen to be 
representative of the target group. General aviation pilots, including sailplane pilots, 
have slightly  lower training demands as well as lower  physical demands,  but the 
general requirements for visual acuity, health, and training to deal with stressful 
situations in a specialised environment share commonalities (Försvarsmakten, 2012; 
Hawkins, 1987; Luftfartsstyrelsen, 2008). This means that  barring access to actual 
fighter pilots, then sailplane pilots should be usable as stand-ins for a small scale 
study. 
Test subject will be recruited from  a  local sailplane club due to a mixture of ease of 
access and the unusual conditions in which sailplane pilots operate. These unusual 
conditions include very  high workloads during winch launches, high workloads and 
precision during landings as there is no engine to fix  mistakes, and flight at very  close 
proximities to other sailplanes when using natural updrafts to tightly  circle upwards 
(Axelsson & Danewid, 1993). Winch launches involve a powerful truck mounted 
winch with a  long wire which is used to pull a sailplane from standing still on the 
ground to around 400-500 meters altitude at  100 km/h speed in less than one 
minute, with climb angles of around 45° (Axelsson & Danewid,  1993). Sailplane pilots 
also use aircraft proximity  warning systems that  use red and green indicators to 
around an aircraft icon to represent danger  (Flarm, 2012), as well as moving map 
displays that in some cases also display  proximity  information (Flarm, 2012). These 
systems can also work in conjunction with moving map displays that keep track of the 
aircraft’s location in relation to airspace and danger areas (Flarm, 2012).
Sailplane pilots also use a  system for evaluating the total energy  state of the glider, 
which is the sum of the potential energy  and the kinetic energy  of the aircraft 
(Axelsson & Danewid, 1993).  This total energy  system  uses both a  visual display  and 
an auditory  display  that uses frequency  changes to denote changes in energy  states 
(Axelsson & Danewid, 1993). All these systems are in use in  normal flight on a 
sailplane, which involves spiralling tightly  in rising currents of air called thermals 
(Axelsson & Danewid, 1993). Strong thermals are sought after, and the sailplanes 
group in thermals and climb in very  close proximity  to one another, resulting in an 
extremely  high workload and little margin for  error.  These factors suggest sailplane 
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pilots as being useful to stand in for  fighter  pilots if access to fighter  pilots is difficult 
to obtain. 
Lif (2012) points out  that studies or  experiments of this type that focus on pilots 
require pilots and real or well simulated scenarios to have external validity,  and that 
is attempted here through the use of sailplane pilots and simulation software instead 
of the more common use of easily accessible university students (Lif, 2012).
One limitation is a small sample size. This is unavoidable due to the domain specific 
nature of the research as well as the constraints of the project.  The target is around 10 
subjects and real-world constraints including subject  availability  and available time 
limit this research  to less than 15 subjects. Care is taken to design the experiment in 
such  a way  as to best utilise those subjects that are available. The power and 
sensitivity  are increased through the use of a  repeated measures (within subjects) 
design  as well as through the use of an ANOVA statistical analysis (Shaughnessy  et 
al.,  2009),  although the effect  size found in the experiment will be a deciding factor. A 
large effect size (ηp2 over 0.14) is projected as being needed due to the small sample 
size, but if the sample size can be increased above ten subjects then the required 
effect size quickly  drops, with sixteen subjects dropping the required effect  down to a 
more manageable 0.06 (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009) when considering 
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) between the three icon sets.  Every  attempt will 
therefore be made to get as many subjects as is possible and practical.

3.2. Design of the new icon set
The experiment  will use two icon sets from  prior research (Bisantz et al., 1999; 
Bisantz et  al., 2005), see figure 4, as well as a new icon set specifically  made for this 
experiment,  shown in figure 5. The older icons are chosen as they  show visually  the 
change from  hostile to friendly  (or good to bad), use icon degradation and shape 
changing to show the degree of hostility/friendliness and have been tested in 
laboratory  conditions (Bisantz et al., 1999; Bisantz et al., 2005). Bisantz et  al. 1999 
argue that the uncertainty  needs to be shown as showing only  a certainty  level can 
lead to overconfidence (Bisantz et al.  1999) which explains the choice of icon 
degradation, but the question is whether these icons using icon degradation that  have 
been tested in laboratory  conditions are useful in a dynamic and time pressured 
aircraft cockpit. The newly  designed icon that is added in this experiment (see figure 
5) relies on prior examples from  the aviation domain and follows basic design 
guidelines set forward by  Cooper et al. (2007) as well as using  suggestions from prior 
research by  Bisantz et  al. (1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005) that discusses shape change 
and size change as viable mechanisms for  showing certainty/uncertainty  information. 
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Figure 5: The icon set that was created for this experiment. 

Hostile                                         Friendly

 Low                    Medium         High    UNKNOWN         High                     Medium                     Low
  
     Uncertainty 



The Gestalt laws of grouping have also been taken into account to make the newly 
designed icon readable as one object (Lif, 2012), as has the visual acuity  of the human 
eye (Wikipedia, 2012) which places lower limits on the size of the icon and the 
individual elements making up the icon.
The basic new icon set shown in  figure 5 separates the visualisation of certainty  meta-
information and the friendly/hostile indication, see figure 5,  and eliminates any 
additional coloured space around the icon as is seen in the icons by  Bisantz et al. 
(1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) shown in figure 4. This new icon  additionally  takes 
an icon shape already  in use in aircraft systems and uses colour to denote the 
friendly/hostile status, and shape changing to denote certainty  levels.  The change in 
shape also changes the size, and this shows the rising certainty  level in either 
direction. A  more complete shape and an increase in size work together to give an 
easily  readable icon. Both shape change and size change are suggested by  Bisantz et 
al. (1999) as appropriate methods of showing meta-information, and have therefore 
been adopted here.
The basic rhombus shape that was selected is used for  showing other aircraft for 
collision avoidance purposes in aircraft systems such  as in the the Garmin G1000 
(Garmin, 2007), Sandel ST3400 TAWS/RMI unit for general aviation aircraft (Sandel 
Avionics, 2004), the Universal Avionics EFI-640 unit (Universal Avionics, 2012), and 
more (see figure 3). This suggests the rhombus shape as being a reasonable choice as 
a basic shape for an icon to mark other aircraft or  objects that may  pose a threat to 
the decision-maker, as it is already  in common use. Pilots may  use multiple systems 
and must learn each one, and there are differences in  the use of iconography  between 
systems. These difference range from minor differences in the rendering of the 
shapes as is seen in figure 3  when comparing the Sandel ST3400 TAWS/RMI system 
and the Garmin G1000 (Garmin, 2007; Sandel Avionics, 2004), and over to fighter 
aircraft systems such as that on board the JAS 39 Gripen which uses a triangle shape 
(Pohlman et al., 2010). This means that pilots are used to using system specific icons, 
and means that the use of an icon similar to those already  in use should not be a 
source of confusion.  The shape progression between the chevron shape and the 
rhombus is chosen because it is an easy  progression to animate or  show a progression 
of icons and should be clear to read in all permutations of the shape. A triangle shape 
was also considered, as that is another shape that can be modified in the same way 
and is used in fighter aircraft such as the JAS 39 Gripen (Pohlmann, et al., 2010), but 
the triangle was rejected as the performance of a triangle icon can be extrapolated 
from the rhombus shaped icon, as half of the shape modifications shown in figure 5 
also apply  to the triangle shape. The same number  of steps are used from definitely 
hostile to definitely  friendly  as used by  Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) 
so as to be able to compare similar  levels of certainty  across the different  icons. The 
HCA guidelines on maintaining system  transparency  to build trust are used (Helldin, 
2012) to examine whether the icons engender trust in the system through giving a 
clear  understanding of what  the system “thinks”,  i.e. showing a glimpse into the 
system’s underlying processes.
Some forms of uncertainty  are in essence a ratio, and this type of uncertainty  has 
been shown visually  through  changing the shapes of icons, opacity  changes, colour 
changes, and even changes in the surface texture of a three-dimensional object 
(Bisantz et al., 1999; Bisantz et al., 2005; Riveiro, 2007;). That is the approach  taken 
in  this experiment, as the number to be portrayed is how  sure the system  is that a 
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contact  is a friend or hostile. This can be shown on a scale of zero (hostile) to one 
hundred (friendly) with fifty  being a completely  unknown entity. Research such as 
that by  Bisantz et al. (1999), Bisantz et  al. (2005) and Bisantz et al. (2009) have 
shown subjects having a greater sensitivity  towards the extremes of the scale,  i.e. near 
each end of the scale, so the icon being designed for  this thesis is designed with a 
clear  midpoint for clearer  communication in the range where lower sensitivity  in 
readability has been observed.
After selecting a basic shape based on the shapes already  in  use in aircraft systems, 
shape change that results in  size change as the uncertainty  level indicator (Bisantz et 
al.,  1999; Bisantz et al.,  2005), and colour change as an indicator  of friendly/hostile 
status (Bisantz et al., 1999; Cooper et  al, 2007) the design revolved around how  that 
shape change would evolve. As the complete shape was selected as the rhombus then 
the shape showing uncertainty  would have to be only  a  part of that shape. By  cutting 
the lower half of the rhombus away  the resulting shape was a small chevron, and then 
the intermediate steps end up being the lower half of the rhombus folding  into the 
upper part (see figure 5).  This leads to a shape mid way  along the transition that  is in 
effect a triangle, which  is the shape used in the JAS Gripen fighter aircraft for 
showing other  aircraft (Pohlman et  al., 2010). This means that the chevron shape 
creates a  clear  midpoint in the visual design of the icon whether the full rhombus the 
triangle is being used as a basic shape. The basic rhombus shape is created out of four 
lines, it is not a solid shape as such but the Gestalt  law of pragnanz (simplicity) states 
that these four separate lines are perceived as one shape as objects are interpreted in 
the simplest way  possible (Kubovy, 1999). This extends to the all intermediate steps, 
and as the shape in use is extremely  simple then very  little perceptual processing 
needs to be done to interpret the shapes. This contrasts sharply  with the old icon sets 
by  Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al (2005) which use more complex compound 
shapes that then show uncertainty  through  using a method of interfering with the 
reading of the shapes (icon degradation).  Designing an icon taking into account the 
Gestalt law of pragnanz allowed the design to follow the simplest perceived shapes 
and discard all  superfluous details,  and so the resulting design consisted only  of that 
bare minimum. More complex  shapes could have been used,  as could elements such 
as shading or textures, but the design  was kept simple to avoid introducing 
competing visual elements. 
The design process was done using  expert design methods as advocated by  Cooper et 
al. (2007) and the resulting shapes were verified through telling non-experts and one 
expert pilot (19000 flight  hours) that a computer system  needed to show them  how 
sure it was of whether  a target was friendly  or hostile, and then asking those non-
experts what  each icon means. The icon set was also tested by  the author, by  one non-
pilot, and by  one pilot in  the experimental setup which will be introduced in section 
3.3. No further iterations of the design were created as the first  version was easily 
understood in the informal tests conducted. An important note about  the design 
process is that the approaches advised by  Cooper  et  al.  (2007) as well as the discount 
usability  approach suggested by  Nielsen  (2007) require a  design an usability 
specialist, as well as relying on a good understanding of the target domain. In this 
case this is fulfilled, as the author is a usability  specialist with a background as a 
commercial pilot and flight instructor. 
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3.3. Experimental setup
Selecting the independent variables for  the experiment involved first creating realistic 
scenarios where uncertainty  information might be of use in  the cockpit, and 
evaluating those using the eight factors describing NDM, as listed by  Orasanu and 
Connelly  (1993). The factors that appeared to be of most importance were found to be 
how dynamic the environment was, and the time-pressure faced. This led to the 
creation of two independent variables that  were named time-pressure, and 
distraction level. 
The experiment will consist  of static icons shown to subjects on  a secondary  monitor, 
while the subject  performs a distraction task on a main  monitor running flight 
simulation software (Laminar Research, 2012b). The difficulty  of the distraction task 
will be varied across conditions, as will the time given for rating  the uncertainty 
indicated by  the icons. Each will have two levels, resulting in four  conditions in  total, 
with all three icons sets being tested in its entirety in each condition.
The four conditions are:
 1. Low time-pressure / Low distraction level (LtLd)
 2. Low time-pressure / High distraction level (LtHd) 
 3. High time-pressure / Low distraction level (HtLd)
 4. High time-pressure / High distraction level (HtHd)
Distraction level refers to the distraction task, and the time-pressure refers to the 
amount of time that  the subject has to rate the icons. In low distraction level 
conditions the subjects will only  have to keep the aircraft flying without crashing, 
while in the high distraction level conditions the subjects must fly  the aircraft  along a 
winding river. In the low time-pressure conditions the subject  has unlimited time to 
rate the displayed icon and the subjects’ trust in his own rating,  and in the high time-
pressure conditions the subject  has eight seconds for  the rating tasks. In the high 
time-pressure conditions the icons will be shown on the screen for  five seconds, 
followed by  a three second black screen that allows the subjects to finish their rating 
task. Each pilot will fly  through the same scenario for each icon design, and so will fly 
along the same river four  times.  The icon will be shown on a second screen by  using 
automated custom software that will  also record the subjects’ responses and response 
times.
To take the two most extreme conditions as examples: In  the low time-pressure and 
low distraction level condition the aircraft  will be flying only  straight and level and 
the subject  will have the icon on screen as long as he requires. In the high time-
pressure and high distraction level scenario the subject will have to fly  the aircraft 
along a  winding river at  high speed while only  getting a total of eight seconds to rate 
the certainty  level of the icon shown and the subjects confidence in his rating of the 
threat level. 
Those eight seconds consist  of the icon being shown in a random  location on the 
secondary  monitor for  five seconds, followed by  a black screen showing only  a user 
interface overlay  for three seconds.  This black screen is used to give the subjects 
feedback so that they  know that  they  have limited time left. The total number of eight 
seconds was arrived at by  estimating how much time would be required in the high 
time-pressure condition, and then having the author of this thesis try  that out himself 
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for verification. When the author had found a suitable time limit then the time limit 
was tested on two additional people for verification, one non-pilot and one pilot. Each 
icon is thus shown for  only  five seconds, with the subjects receiving  an  additional 
three seconds grace to input their ratings. The author will go through the whole 
experiment when all systems for the experiment are ready  and verify  that this time 
limit is possible appropriate in the high time-pressure/high  distraction task 
condition 1.
Measuring the subjects’ interpretation of the icon being shown as well as their 
confidence in their own interpretation shows any  sources of doubt  that may  decrease 
user trust in the system. Furthermore, the times taken to rate both  the interpretation 
and the confidence level will be measured with a high level of accuracy  (measurement 
granularity  greater than 1/100th  of a second) which will further  show the effects of 
experimental conditions.

3.3.1. Pre-test and Post-test questionnaires
A short pre-test  questionnaire will be used to sample in information about the 
subjects. Appropriate information will include total flying experience in hours, and 
recent flying experience in the last twelve months,  as is customary  for air  crew 
licensing information (Luftfartsstyrelsen,  2008).  Information about gender  may  also 
be sampled for  completeness. Other  data points of interest such as age and the types 
of licenses held by  the subject will be sampled, as that information can become 
important in the case that large anomalies in performance are seen between subject.
The same sheet will also contain a post-test questionnaire wherein the subjects will 
be asked to rate the understandability  of the three icon sets on a  four point Likert 
scale, and will be asked to rate the icon sets in  order  of preference. The Likert  scale 
will use description such  as very  hard to understand, hard to understand, easy  to 
understand, very easy to understand.
Collecting the subjects’ subjective rating of the understandability  of each icon set, as 
well as having the subjects rate the icon sets in order of preference will be done with 
the aim  of supporting the HCA guidelines for building  user trust through system 
transparency  (Helldin, 2012). This is done to gauge whether  a correlation exists 
between the subjects’ subjective experience and the measured experience. The goal 
with  this is to assess how each icon set engenders trust, and is done through an 
indirect measurement, i.e. not  by  asking directly  about the trust  level but rather  by 
asking about  the subjects’ preferences and by  asking how  easy  the icon sets were to 
understand. Sampling the confidence in each icon during the experiment and then 
sampling a subjective feeling for the complete icon sets and comparing that  to the 
performance on the icon rating task is also expected to show any  existing 
overconfidence bias (Tan et al., 2012) if individual icons or  whole icon sets end up 
showing high confidence ratings but poor accuracy  compared to other  icons showing 
the same information. Conversely, low confidence and high accuracy  would show that 
icons or icon sets are useful but do not engender subjects’ trust in the system.
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3.3.2. The experiment
An ideal test setup would involve a sequence of all the icons being tested in all 
possible orders (Shaughnessy  et al.,  2009), which is not possible due to the large 
number of subjects needed for that. There are four  independent  variables, only  two of 
which (the context variables) will be manipulated and which contains a total of four 
levels.  The third independent variable (icon set) will have all its levels tested within 
each of the four levels dictated by  the context independent variable). The fourth 
independent variable, icon number (1-13) will be a nested variable and will be more 
important  and apparent in the statistical analysis following the experiment. This 
results in four  conditions that must be tested, and only  four  conditions would still 
require a minimum of sixteen subjects to do the conditions themselves in all possible 
orders, as all the number of possible orders rises in a factorial manner  with each 
added condition. Then there are thirteen  icons in each of the three icon sets, resulting 
in  a total of 30 icons that must be shown in each condition. This means that an 
efficient method for balancing a large number of items while only  having quite few 
subjects. A latin  square balancing method has been selected, as that is suggested as 
being appropriate for the purpose of balancing against learning effects in precisely 
these circumstances (Shaughnessy et al., 2009).
As the experiment  that is required needs to compare multiple scenarios against one 
another  and the pool of subjects is limited,  a mixed (within  subjects/between 
subjects) repeated measures design has been chosen for  the experiment and the 
appropriate analysis of variance (ANOVA) method will be used.  This is motivated 
both by  the limited pool of subjects available and by  efficiency  considerations, as a 
within subjects repeated measures design can use fewer subjects than independent 
groups designs and takes shorter  time to run the experiment (Shaughnessy  et al., 
2009) so this design is much less resource intensive.
Whether a complete repeated measures design or an incomplete repeated measures 
design  is used normally  depends on the number of scenarios to be tested and the 
number of subjects available. In this case the complete design is not an option due to 
the presence of four  explicit  conditions which would require a  minimum of 24 
subjects, but a subject pool that is at a maximum around fifteen subjects.
The experiment has four independent variables. These are the context  (distraction 
level and time pressure) variables which contains four  factors that will be 
manipulated and which create the four conditions, the third independent  variable is 
the three icon sets which will all be tested in each of the four conditions conditions. 
The fourth independent variable is then the icon itself, and this contains thirteen 
levels.  The context variables each have two levels (low time-pressure/high time-
pressure,  and low distraction level/high distraction level) which combine into four 
conditions, and there are three different  icon sets containing thirteen icons each,  two 
icon sets from  older research and one new icon set.  The four conditions will be 
designed in such a way  as to make them  quick, but each one is expected to take 
around six minutes on average, with the non-time pressured scenarios possibly  being 
somewhat longer as the subjects will be able to take their time to make a decision. 
Each subject is thus expected to rate each  of 39  icons in  each of the four context 
conditions, resulting in a total of 156 icons to be seen and rated by each subject. 
The four conditions that are tested will be compared across the measured dependent 
variables (time to assess the situation and respond, accuracy  of judgment,  confidence 
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in  the system) with the results being expected to show differences in accuracy  and 
speed of rating between the different icon designs and across the context variables. 
Each icon set will be tested in the low distraction level/low time-pressure context 
setting, which will be used as a baseline for measuring the speed and accuracy  with 
which the icons can be read as this setting most resembles the laboratory  conditions 
that were used by  Bisantz et  al.  (1999) and Bisantz et al.  (2005) that  showed these 
icons to be effective.  This baseline is also expected to give the highest accuracy  in 
reading information from the icons as the subjects can focus on reading the icons 
with  no distraction, and accuracy  level will be used as a baseline for  comparison 
across the other levels of the context variable.
This uncertainty  and the uncertainty  regarding the number  of subjects affect the 
choice of balancing methods as well. All possible orders would be best  if possible 
(Shaughnessy  et al., 2009), but the number of conditions forces the use of an 
incomplete repeated measures setup and makes a Balanced Latin Square balancing 
method more useful. If the Latin square approach will be used then multiple 
sequences will be created of the conditions to be tested will be, each  sequence will 
contain all conditions (number  of attributes). This will result in a twelve by  twelve 
grid of sequences that each contains all test conditions randomly  ordered. Subjects 
will then be randomly  assigned to a sequence. This necessitates the use of twelve 
subjects
The dependent variables that will be measured are:

• accuracy in assessing level of certainty,
• response time to find the level of certainty,
• subjective feelings of decision confidence,
• and response time for the decision confidence rating.

A statistical analysis of these measurements will be performed using an ANOVA test, 
and using the low  time-pressure/low  distraction level condition as the baseline for 
comparison.  An ANOVA test  is suggested as being appropriate as that reduces the 
chances of type 1  error compared to multiple t-tests and has greater  power 
(Shaughnessy et al., 2009).
The null hypothesis is that there is no significant difference in time or accuracy  of 
judging presented uncertainty  levels and/or decision confidence between icons across 
the four conditions. That is, that although the time to rate icons is expected to change 
across the four conditions, the null hypothesis is that the three icon sets will have 
similar relative performance across the four conditions.

3.3.3. Hardware and software setup
The basic setup of the experimental hardware and software is shown in  figure 6.  The 
experiment will use flight simulation software called X-Plane. This simulator  can be 
run on home computers,  but can also be run on multiple computers at once with 
specialised hardware and is in  such a setup certified for training towards flight  crew 
licenses (Laminar  Research, 2012). The system uses blade analysis theory  to simulate 
the aerodynamic aspects of the aircraft being flown, and allows for the simulation of a 
wide variety of aircraft systems (Laminar Research, 2012).
For  the purposes of this experiment  the simulator  will be set up with an identical 
starting position for all subjects, and a minimal instrument  panel with  only 
instruments familiar to sailplane pilots so that the subjects can focus on the basic task 
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of flying.  The icon rating task will be shown on a second computer  monitor. The 
primary  monitor showing the simulator will be a large, 27”  high  definition display, 
and the secondary  monitor will be a  smaller 15” display  placed at  a  distance of around 
seventy  centimetres from the subjects’ eyes,  which is the recommended viewing 
distance for aircraft  instrument panels (Barnes, 1968). A sharp drop in  legibility  has 
been found when items on an instrument panel fall below the size of one arc minute 
with  1.6 arc minutes being required for 100% visibility  of elements (Barnes, 1968). 
The size of the icons being shown in this experiment  is 44 arc minutes at the seventy 
centimetre viewing distance to be used in this experiment, and even at the 
recommended maximum  instrument panel distance of ninety  six  centimetres the 
icons would still be 30 arc minutes in size. The limitation of one arc minute is an 
issue for  single letters and thin lines, which means that for an icon consisting of a 
large symbol or a collection of coloured lines this should then not be a limiting factor.
Input  to the flight simulator  will be handled through a joystick which  is designed for 
use by  both left-handed and right-handed subjects so as to avoid any  confounding 
factors introduced by  left-handed subjects being forced to use a joystick designed for 
right  handed users. This is taken into account even though sailplane pilots generally 
control the aircraft using their  right hand, as the location  of other  critical controls 
such  as air-brakes and a  wire release lever (for releasing the wire that pulls the 
sailplane aloft) are operated by  the left hand in critical phases of flight. Most  private 
pilots will on the other  hand prefer  using their  left hand for primary  flight controls, as 
engine and radio controls are in the centre of the panel and the pilot in command sits 
on the left  side of the aircraft, and commercial pilots are trained for  ambidextrous 
control, as they may need to sit on either side of the cockpit.
The secondary  monitor  will  be run from a second computer, and will only  be used for 
displaying the software that shows the icons and samples subject responses. This 
computer will take input from a customised keyboard designed to make the icon 
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screen and an interface overlay. The right image shows a close-up of the second monitor showing a 
background map, an icon, and the interface overlay, with the custom input keyboard visible which had 
not been completely modified at this point.



threat rating task and the confidence rating task as simple as possible, having only 
the required keys for these tasks and a visual guide to support the subject in the tasks. 
This is done so that the sampling of these data  is not confounded by  errant key 
presses or confusion over what to press.  The icon display  software will also display  a 
key  map during the task, shows when keys have been pressed, and only  allows 
appropriate key  presses, i.e. will accept a confidence rating only  after  receiving a 
threat rating. 
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4. Experiment: Implementation, analysis, and results
The experiment was performed in a similar manner to what was described in the 
planning shown in section 3.3.  The use of twelve conditions: low time-pressure (Lt), 
high  time-pressure (Ht), low distraction level (Ld), high distraction level (Hd), and 
the three icon sets necessitated the use of a twelve by  twelve Balanced Latin Square 
balancing method, which in turn meant that subjects were needed in multiples of 
twelve. Fortunately, members of the local sailplane club showed great willingness to 
take part, which made the experiment possible, but the size of the subject pool 
limited the number of subjects to twelve. No technical problems surfaced during the 
experiment.
The experimental results were carefully  organised through having the custom 
program used for data  sampling also output experimental details such  as subject 
number, condition number,  and condition type, with  each entry. Furthermore, as 
each subject went through all conditions (twelve conditions) then each condition was 
saved in  a separate file that contained details about the subject,  condition, and a time 
stamp. This allowed for  simple extraction, collation, concatenation, and sorting of 
results, and the original files have been kept unmodified.
The sorted and concatenated results were then viewed and graphs were made to 
explore relationships within the data. Tables were finally  made for  importing into a 
statistical analysis package (SPSS) where analyses of variance (ANOVA) were 
performed on the factors that were to be explored to answer  the central hypothesis of 
this thesis.
The ANOVA analyses are used for gauging significant effects, effect  sizes, power, and 
to find flaws with  the data.  The use of visuals and raw  information from  the datasets 
are interpreted in line with Cohen’s (1994) and Tukey’s (1962) recommendations on 
the flaws of using pure statistics and null hypothesis testing  (NHST). Effect size, 
confidence intervals,  and observed power are therefore used where possible to 
examine whether  a real effect exists to minimise the risks of type II errors (Cohen, 
1994).

4.1. Implementation of the experiment
Some changes were made to the experimental setup from  that suggested in section 
3.3. Further examination of the experimental setup led to a  consultation with an 
specialist on quantitative research design, which lead to the majority  of these 
changes. As the independent  variables are time-pressure (two levels: low/high), 
distraction task level (two levels: low/high), icon set (three levels: icon sets A, B, and 
C), and individual icon (thirteen levels) it  was found that creating a 2x2x3 grid with 
the individual icons as a  nested variable within the icon set variable would best 
support the comparison between conditions. This then results in 12 conditions 
containing 13  icons each, as opposed to the four context conditions with 39 icons each 
as was suggested in  section 3.3.3,  and a 12  x 12  balanced Latin square was 
constructed as suggested by  Shaughnessy  et al. (2009) to balance all conditions 
internally  against  practice effects.  This large matrix becomes necessary  as there are 
three icon  sets being tested in four contexts. This balancing method necessitates that 
subjects are a  multiple of twelve. The order of icons was then randomised within each 
of the 144 conditions (twelve conditions ordered for  twelve subjects). As a  possibility 
was seen for  getting twelve subjects this approach was deemed acceptable. This 
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means that each condition contains a  random order  of one icon set,  at one factor of 
time pressure and one factor of the distraction variable. An example of this is: 

Subject 1, Condition 1, Low time-pressure, Low distraction level , Icon set A.
In both input and output to and from the the experiment this is abbreviated to: 
 S01_C01_LtLd_a
The complete table for the order of conditions for all subjects can be seen in appendix 
B. The randomised order of icons for each condition was created beforehand and 
stored, not  procedurally  generated during the experiment. These icon orders are also 
stored in the raw experimental output  files, as well as in separate files that  were used 
for input into the custom  experimental program  used. These random orders were 
created using a pseudo-random number generator using the Mersenne Twister core 
function which is used by  the Python programming language for  creating random 
numbers. The Mersenne Twister function is a  pseudo-random  number  generator that 
comes close to true randomness and is deterministic in nature (Python Software 
Foundation, 2013).
The location of each  icon was randomised on the second screen, also using the 
Python random function, and care was taken to make sure that this area was no wider 
or taller than the the area on an instrument panel that the pilot must be aware of in 
normal operations. Real aircraft instrument panels were examined and measured for 
comparison.  This is done to maximise the external validity  of the experiment. The 
icons’ display  location was also limited so that  the icons would not be shown in such  a 
way  that any  part of the icons could be occluded by  the edge of the screen and would 
never  be displayed closer than one icon width from  the edge of the screen. The total 
angular  display  size was less than 26.5° (32  cm) wide and 17° (20 cm) high at the 
distance used in the experiment which was around 68 cm  distance from  this second 
screen to the subjects’ eyes.
Each subject  received a practice period. This consisted of a  short introduction to the 
icons using the image shown in figure 7, and familiarisation with the systems used in 
the experiment,  testing how the icon rating system  works in practice, trying out the 
simulator, and then combining the icon rating task and flying the simulator. This 
practice period was decided upon after  reflection and consultation with a specialist on 
research design, and was intended to minimise the chance of a confounding due to 
differing  initial performance in  the experiment itself due to differing learning rates 
(Shaughnessy  et al., 2009). The criteria for  ending the training  had was based both 
on a  subjective interpretation of subjects’ performance on both the flying task and the 
icon grading task, as well as observing when each subject understood the icon grading 
task and got no more than one in four icons incorrect while flying the simulator. 
Incorrect, in this instance, was defined as being no more than one icon away  from the 
shown icon. The results from  this practice session were also recorded by  the icon 
rating software. The practice sessions varied somewhat in  length with the shortest 
training session lasting three minutes and the longest  running for  just over  seven 
minutes. Most  subjects took around five minutes for training. As the author  of this 
study  has in the past  worked as a flight instructor the subjective interpretation of 
subjects’ level of control and their ability  to perform a secondary  task is based on 
prior experience and training. 
The experiment itself was performed in a classroom at a local sailplane club with the 
kind permission of the club members, and went well. No surprises or major  problems 
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were encountered during the entire experiment,  which  can be counted as surprising 
in  of itself.  All computer hardware and software performed as designed,  and all 
subjects took the tasks seriously  and took part in the experiment with great interest. 
The computerised part of the experiment lasted between 18 and 24 minutes, with 
most subjects taking around 21  minutes.  This was slightly  faster than was seen before 
the experiment when using a  non-pilot to verify  the basic technical setup, but  was 
fully  expected.  The total time taken for  each subject varied slightly  more due to the 
differences in the length of the training session, as well as any  additional factors such 
as whether the author had time between subjects to fully  reset all systems before the 
next subject  became available. The longest total time taken was around 45 minutes, 
and the shortest around 30 minutes in total.
The post-test questionnaire included fields for evaluating each  icon set for 
understandability, and space was left so that comments could be made for each icon 
set. 
Subjects were not  made aware that the icon sets came from  differing sources and that 
the author had created one icon set,  as that would have compromised their ratings 
and feedback.  Furthermore, care was taken that the author  did not  signal in  any  way 
any preferences around the icons, particularly during the post-test questionnaire.

4.2. Results
All work was done on copies of the raw  data,  so no alterations were made to the 
original data files. These copies were then sorted and organised using well 
understood and documented automated *nix (Unix-like) command line tools through 
a script created before the experiment began, and the contents of the files were 
similarly  organised for ease of any  following work. Organising the data was made 
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Figure 7: Training image shown to all  subjects for the training phase, and examined again in the middle 
of training. All icon sets shown, as well  as an interpretation of what icons mean. Icon sets are A, B, and 
C from top to bottom, and icon numbers are from 1 to 13 from left to right. Icon sets A and B are 
reproduced from Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005).



easy  by  decisions that  were made in  the design of the custom  software that was 
created, which included naming conventions that  were chosen for the files themselves 
and each  line within the files. Each experimental condition resulted in a separate file, 
with  a file name that  described the contents fully. Each  file then  contained data 
organised into lines and columns,  using a  comma separated values format. Each line 
of output contained all information required to identify  from which subject it comes, 
which condition,  which  icon set, and which icon. This removed any  risks associated 
with  large scale re-ordering of file contents and made verification easy  through 
comparison to raw data.  This organisation also meant that the output was easily 
sorted into multiple different groups which then made importing  the resulting files 
into spreadsheet programs and a statistical analysis program  (SPSS) simple and 
quick.
Going through the raw data showed a few minor  areas that  needed to be addressed. 
The largest  of these problems was how  to deal with  those cases in the high time-
pressure scenarios where subjects were unable to respond in the given time. These 
were a total of 24 measurements out of 7488, with four instances affecting  all  four 
measured dependent variables (sixteen measurements), and an additional four  only 
affecting the two self-confidence rating dependent  variables (eight measurements). 
These few missing measurements were replaced by  an average number for  the icon 
and conditions they  were missing from. Thus if icon C13  (green rhombus) had an 
invalid measurement in the low  time-pressure, low  distraction task condition, then 
that zero measurement would be replaced by  the mean for the remainder of the C13 
icon measurements from  the low time-pressure, low distraction task condition. This 
was done so that  these missing measurements would not affect means or variance, 
and would effectively  be discounted. It  could be argued that these measurements 
should be addressed in another  manner, such as through replacing them  with  a 
maximum  error  or  a maximum time value. This might be seen as appropriate for the 
time measurements as these missing measurements represent times when the 
subjects did not react  within the allotted time. As these failures happened mostly 
within the B icon set (arrows), and as the rest of the results section will make 
apparent, the choice to use means instead of maximum time values or maximum 
error values would therefore have increased the size of the measured effects, as icon 
set B showed worse performance in all measured dependent variables. 
A threat rating error size (referred to as “error  size” in the remainder of this thesis) 
field was computed from  the data, and this field shows an absolute value for the 
difference between the threat rating of the icon shown and what the subject believed 
was being shown. Thus, if icon A1  (the frowning  face icon that means “definitely  a 
threat”, see figure 4) is shown, and the subject rates it as being a  “3” (probably  a 
threat) then the difference is 2 (absolute value of 1  minus 3). This “threat rating 
error” field shows a  numerical distance between the subjects’ rating and the actual 
threat value shown by  the icon, and was used for  statistical analysis. Using an 
absolute value to show the error size was primarily  done because the icons are a 
sequence, which means that certain icons such as icon A1  can only  get  positive error 
sizes while other icons such as A13  can only  get negative error sizes.  This makes a 
comparison more difficult,  although it would lead to interesting visualisations of the 
dataset. As the error size field was computed from  the data  and did not change any 
raw data (which is also kept backed up in  an unprocessed state) then the possibility  of 
calculating positive/negative error sizes still exists.
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Before any  statistical analysis was performed some graphs were created to see the 
basic shape of the data. Some of these basic graphs can be seen in figures 8 to 11. All 
four graphs show very  basic information, showing averages for  all three icon sets in 
all of the four context conditions. Abbreviations refer  to the time and the distraction 
variable, with Lt  and Ht referring to low and high time-pressure, and Ld and Hd 
referring to low and high levels on the distraction task.  The icon sets are named A, B 
and C , with A referring to the face icon set,  B to the arrow icon set,  and C to the 
rhombus icon set. These naming conventions will be used for the remainder of the 
analysis.
Figure 9  shows average response times on the threat rating task, and show that these 
response times were quicker when time pressure was introduced. Figure 8 shows the 
average size of errors for each icon set in each condition. This shows a surprising 
stability  in  errors made across conditions, and shows the C icon  set as resulting in 
higher accuracy  in reading the uncertainty  being presented.  This will be further 
explored in the statistical analysis that  follows. Figure 10 shows how self-confident 
the subjects were on average in their reading of each icon set.  This again shows a 
stability,  which correlates well with the precision shown in  the previous graph. The 
average confidence ratings are quite high, and the difference between icon sets in  this 
respect does not  appear to be as large as the differences in accuracy  shown in  figure 
8. Finally, figure 11  shows the time taken by  subjects’ to rate their own subjective 
confidence in their reading of the icon.  An interesting measure for  the error  sizes 
proved to be the standard deviation of each icon set across each context condition. 
This is shown in  table 1  and figure 12. This standard deviation measure shows how 
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Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 show averages for the four dependent variables measured in the experiment. 
Each condition and each icon set is shown in each graph, although icon set C cannot be seen in figure 
11 due to tight grouping of all three icon sets.

Figure 8: Error Size Figure 9: Threat rating time

Figure 10: Confidence Rating Figure 11: Confidence Rating Time



much variability  exists in the error sizes of each  icon set across the context 
conditions.

4.3. Analysis of quantitative data
ANOVA analyses were performed for each of the dependant variables. Some results 
from these are collected in  table 2, with the p values shown in the first column of 
numbers, the effect size as shown by  partial-eta-squared (ηp2) shown in the second 
column, and the F value and Fcrit value shown for any  measurement that show 
significant effects at α = .05. The results for each dependent variable will be reported 
separately  in  the following four sections.  The shown results take sphericity 
(Mauchly’s W) into account, with any  test that failed sphericity  showing the F value 
shown by  the appropriate correction, either Greenhouse-Geisser  or  Huynh-Feldt 
based on the rule of epsilon >  .75 then Greenhous-Geisser is used,  while epsilon < .75 
or unknown then Huynh-Feldt correction is used. This use of ANOVA is considered 
an appropriate approach when sample sizes are small as it  allows the use of repeated 
measures experimental designs that get the maximum  power out of small sample 
sizes (Shaughnessy et al., 2009).
The following sections will  look at each  dependent variable in turn, and examine any 
observed significant effects. The focus will be on any  effects that are interesting as far 
as the central hypothesis of this thesis. Somewhat surprisingly, that includes almost 
all observed effects, as some interesting interaction effects were observed that greatly 
affect the conclusions. Any  interpretation of effect size is based on the calculated ηp2 
from SPSS and uses Cohen’s recommendations for a small effect  size of 0.01, medium 
effect size at 0.06, and a large effect size at 0.14 (Shaughnessy  et al., 2009). It  is 
important  to remember that those are only  recommendations and must be 
interpreted in conjunction with other observed results (Cohen, 1994).

4.3.1. Error size
Error size was significantly  affected by  the icon set in use, with the icon set 
independent variable showing a significant main effect (P=0.002) with a  large effect 
size (ηp2 =  0.439) and an observed power of =.944. This effect  matches what  can be 
seen in figure 1  with icon set  C (rhombus) having smaller  mean error  sizes across all 
conditions, as well as being  very stable,  going from  an average error size of 0.69 in 
the low time-pressure, low distraction level (LtLd) condition up to 0.77  in the high 
time-pressure, low distraction level (HtLd). The A (faces) and B (arrows) icon  sets 
both range between 1.03 and 1.3.  What these error  sizes mean is that icons from icon 
set A (faces) were on average interpreted one step incorrectly, icons from  icons set B 
(arrows) were on average interpreted 1.3 steps incorrectly, but icons from icon set C 
were interpreted around 0.7  steps incorrectly. Not only  was icon set C (rhombus) 
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Figure 12: Standard deviation of the error 
size for each icon sets in all conditions.

Table 1: Standard deviation of the error size for 
each icon set in all conditions.

LtLd LtHd HtLd HtHd
Icon set A
Icon set B
Icon set C

2.158 1.180 1.323 1.371
1.375 1.597 1.404 1.583
0.796 1.046 0.970 0.957

Icon set A Icon set B Icon set C



more accurate, it also showed less variation overall than the two icon sets from 
Bisantz et al.  (1999) and Bisantz et  al. (2005) which is shown clearly  by  the error  bars 
that show the confidence intervals in Figure 13. Icon A 1  has a  small mean error size, 
and a small 95% confidence interval,  while icon B1  (arrows) has a large mean error 
size and large confidence interval, and icon C1  (rhombus) has a small mean error  size 
and a small confidence interval. Examining the other end,  icon 13, shows icon A13  to 
have a large error  size and a very  large confidence interval, icon B13 has a large mean 
error size and a large confidence interval, and icon C13  has a small error  with a  small 
confidence interval.  Figure 13  merits close examination, as it  shows clearly  the icon 
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Figure 13: Mean error size for each icon by icon set (Error Size IconSet * Icon Nr. interaction effect) 
with 95% confidence intervals shown.

Table 2: Shows all  independent variables that showed a significant effect (p < 0.05, α = 0.05) on the 
ANOVA for each dependent variable. All effect sizes shown in the ηp2 column and can be interpreted 
based on Cohen’s recommendation of 0.01 as a small  effect size, 0.06 a medium effect size, and > 
0.14 a large effect size. The F value, Fcrit, and observed power are also shown. The ANOVA for each of 
the four dependent variables examined a total  of 15 combinations, giving 60 in total, and this table 
shows only those independent variables that showed a significant effect at α = 0.05. Full tables of 
these values can be examined in appendix C.

Significance table p value
(α = 0.05)

partial eta squared (ηp2) F Fcrit Obs.Power

Error Size
IconSet
Icon Nr
IconSet * Icon Nr

Threat Rating Time
TimePressure
IconSet
Icon Nr

Confidence rating
IconSet
Icon Nr
TimePressure * IconSet
DistractionLevel * IconSet
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet
TimePressure * Icon Nr
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * Icon Nr
IconSet * Icon Nr
TimePressure * IconSet * Icon Nr

Confidence time
TimePressure

0.002 0.439 8.622 3.44 0.944
0.000 0.267 4.000 1.83 0.999
0.000 0.287 4.432 1.53 1.000

0.010 0.469 9.709 4.84 0.809
0.025 0.310 4.936 3.44 0.750
0.000 0.445 8.808 1.83 1.000

0.045 0.245 3.570 3.44 0.601
0.000 0.711 27.094 1.83 1.000
0.000 0.689 24.371 3.44 1.000
0.007 0.369 6.272 3.44 0.849
0.004 0.388 6.983 3.44 0.887
0.047 0.144 1.851 1.83 0.873
0.001 0.220 3.106 1.83 0.991
0.000 0.290 4.490 1.56 1.000
0.001 0.171 2.270 1.56 0.997

0.035 0.345 5.802 4.84 0.593



set * icon Nr. interaction effect for  the error size dependent variable,  which  has a 
significant effect and a large effect size as seen in table 1. That interaction effect exists 
simply  because individual icons within each icon set  show differences in 
performance. If icon 1  is examined for all three icon sets then it  is clear that  icons A1 
and C1  perform well, with a  small mean error  size and small 95% confidence 
intervals, while icon C1  has a  very  large error with a very  large 95% confidence 
interval. When examining icon 7  in the same way, the results are quite different. Icon 
B7  shows the smallest mean error size, Icon A7  a larger  error  size, and icon C7 
performs the worst  and has the largest 95% confidence interval.  This is what the icon 
set * icon Nr. interaction effect is; simply  that the error size of individual icons do not 
change in the same way across the three icon sets.
It  is interesting  to note that figure 13  shows icon A13  (face icon at the very  right) to 
have a large mean error  size and a very  large confidence interval, while the same icon 
from icon set C (rhombus) shows a small mean, and also shows a very  small 95% 
confidence interval.  This warrants examination as Bisantz et al. (1999) suggest that 
icon set A (faces) should show high sensitivity  and accuracy  towards the extremes of 
the range of displayed uncertainty. 
Figure 14 shows the mean error sizes for each icon set, which shows clearly  the main 
effect of the icon set  (as shown numerically  in table 2). The 95% confidence intervals 
show  clearly  that  an effect is present. While there is some overlap between confidence 
intervals they  do not overlap other icon sets’ means. This graph shows that  on 
average, subjects misread icon set A (faces) by  around one icon (0.990),  misread icon 
set B (arrows) by  almost 1.2 icons (1.196), and misread icon set C (rhombus) by  0.661 
icons. The difference in mean error  size between icon set B (arrows) and C (rhombus) 
is thus almost double in  relative terms, but in  absolute terms it ranges from  an error 
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Table 3: Pairwise comparisons for the error size between icon sets. Icon sets in column (I) are 
compared against each of the other two icon sets as denoted by column (J). Note that IconSet C has 
a p value (Sig.) under the .05 α level against both the other icon sets.

(I) iconSet (J) iconSet Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.b 95% Conf. Interval
Lower Bound b

95% Conf. Interval
Upper Bound b

A B -0.206 0.147 0.567 -0.621 0.209
C .330* 0.108 0.032 0.026 0.633

B A 0.206 0.147 0.567 -0.209 0.621
C .536* 0.133 0.006 0.162 0.909

C A -.330* 0.108 0.032 -0.633 -0.026
B -.536* 0.133 0.006 -0.909 -0.162

Based on estimated marginal meansBased on estimated marginal meansBased on estimated marginal means
* The mean difference is significant at the* The mean difference is significant at the* The mean difference is significant at the
b Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.b Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.b Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

Figure 14: Error size means for each icon set with 95% 
confidence intervals shown.
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size of 0.66 icons in error for  icon set C (rhombus) up to 1.2  icons for icon set  B 
(arrows). Individual icon error sizes must, of course, also be taken  into account for 
any  deeper  interpretation of this. A pairwise comparison of the Icon Set independent 
variable (see table 3) shows no significant difference between the size of the errors 
made between icon sets A (faces) and B (arrows). Icon set C, however, shows 
significantly  better  performance than either  icon sets A (faces) and B (arrows). The 
mean differences show that  icon set C has smaller  mean error  sizes, meaning that 
smaller errors are made when reading icon set C. This matches what can be seen in 
figure 8. Even so, figure 13 shows icon set C (rhombus) displaying worse performance 
than the other  icon sets exactly  in the middle (icon C7, highest uncertainty). It is clear 
that even a single incorrectly  designed icon in a whole set can introduce unnecessary 
problems.
As can be seen in figure 8, icon set A  (faces) shows an interesting change in error 
sizes that  is not  seen in the other icon sets. Icon set A (faces) shows larger error sizes 
in  the condition without any  time-pressure and with a low distraction level.  This is a 
surprising result, and merits attention in the discussion.

4.3.2. Threat rating time
Each evaluation of the threat level of an icon is accompanied by  a  measurement of the 
time to make that rating. An ANOVA examining this dependent  variable showed 
significant main effects on the time by  the time-pressure independent variable 
(p=0.010), the icon set independent variable (p=0.017), and the icon number 
independent variable (p=0.000). All these analyses met the Fcrit criteria. Figure 15 
shows the main effect  of the time-pressure variable, with the confidence interval of 
the low time-pressure condition being quite large and the lower bound slightly 
overlapping the mean of the high time-pressure condition. This calls into question 
the significance shown on the ANOVA. While there appears to be an effect, the high 
variance in the low  time-pressure condition is a  concern and must be taken into 
account while interpreting  the data. The combination of longer  mean time and larger 
confidence intervals in the low time-pressure conditions is interesting, as it does 
suggest that subjects respond somewhat differently  based on time-pressure. This still 
has to be interpreted with some care as the large variance shows a risk of random 
variation being a possible source of the observed differences.
The effect of the icon sets is much the same, as seen in figure 16. The large confidence 
intervals suggest that the although the means are different  and the effect  size is 
reported statistically  as being large, the effect  has to be questioned and interpreted 
with due care.
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4.3.3. Confidence rating
The basic numbers (see table 2) suggest that the icon sets are different in how much 
confidence they  inspire,  and as it is clear that the C icon set (rhombus) receives a 
higher confidence overall (see figure 10) then it is clear  that  the effect  between icon 
sets points to this. It is worth  mentioning that the effect is large (ηp2 =  0.310). The 
effect of the individual icons, however, is even higher  (ηp2 = 0.445) and the observed 
power is 1.0, which means that this effect  is highly  likely  to result from  actual 
differences between the icons and not due to random variation in responses. This 
suggests that  the icon  sets themselves matter  as a whole,  but that the design of 
individual icons can make an even bigger difference as far as subjects’ confidence 
goes.
The confidence rating measurement has multiple significant effects,  including main 
effects for  the icon set  and individual icons, and multiple two-way  and three-way 
interaction effects,  as shown in  table 2. All these significant interaction effects have 
large effect sizes (ηp2 > 0.14) and large F values.  All significant effects also had high 
observed power, with the lowest observed power of a  significant interaction effect 
being 0.849 (time-pressure * icon  set) and others being higher.  The confidence rating 
then seems to be somewhat more interesting than was expected. 
Only  interaction effects including either  the icon set or icon nr. show significant 
effects, but interactions involving the distraction level seem less likely  to show 
significant effects and show lower observed power, which suggest that  the distraction 
level caused quite differing effects based on other factors. The three-way  interaction 
effects that were observed involved both context variables (time-pressure and 
distraction level) against each of the icon variables (icon set and icon number), 
suggesting that when comparing icons or icon sets then the combination of time-
pressure and distraction level becomes a factor. That is, that  even though neither 
time-pressure or  distraction level are enough to affect subjects’ confidence in icons, 
the combination of both time-pressure and distraction level result in significantly 
reduced confidence in reading some individual icons, as well as a total larger  lowering 
of confidence in  some icon set than another.  Figure 10 shows this quite clearly, where 
a drop in confidence can be seen in icon set A that cannot be seen with other  icon 
sets. This is important for the central hypothesis as it shows an unexpected effect, and 
shows icon set  A receiving its highest confidence rating in the same condition that it 
gets the largest error size (see figure 8).
The confidence rating then shows the same weakness in icon set  A as was seen in the 
error size. These two effects must be examined further and interpreted together, and 
this will be done in chapter 5.

4.3.4. Confidence time
Time-pressure has a  significant main effect on the confidence time, showing p=0.000 
and a large effect size, as can be seen in table 2. This can also be seen in figure 11. 
What is notable here is how  small the differences are. All three icon sets perform 
similarly,  and the differences across the four conditions are very  small. Even the 
significant difference due to the time-pressure independent variable is very  small,  but 
so is the variance.  This suggests that the self rating task was seen as being equally 
difficult  for  all icon sets, but that  the increase in time-pressure forced subjects to do 
the self rating slightly  faster. As this effect was not seen in the confidence rating, with 
the confidence rating only  having main effects due to the icon set  or  icon number, 
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then this slight speedup in self evaluation does not seem  to have affected subjects’ 
interpretation, but rather  that  the lack of time-pressure led to subjects spending 
unnecessary time on the task.

4.4. Analysis of qualitative data
In addition to the quantitative data that was sampled in the experiment there were 
some measurements of subjects’ opinion of the icon sets readability  and preferences. 
The form used for sampling these data can be seen in appendix A. These involved 
rating the icon sets for  readability, giving a  subjective order of preference for  the icon 
sets, and the possibility  of giving freeform  verbal feedback on the icon sets. Rating the 
icons for readability  was done using a four point Likert scale, showing the legend 
“very  hard”,  “quite hard”, “quite easy”, and “very  easy”. If these are scored 0-3  and 
each icon set given points based on that then icon set C (the rhombus icon set) 
emerges as being perceived as the most easily  readable with 26 points, the A icon set 
(faces) comes in  a  close second place with 22 points, and the B icon set (arrows) 
scores 12  points. The order of preference question was scored so that  first  place gives 
two points, second place gives one point, and third place gives zero points. This is 
done so that the zero point on  a graph is a useful reference point. The C icon set 
ended up with  19  points,  the A icon set got 11  points, and the B icon set  got 6 points. A 
perfect result would have been 24 points, and being  rated least favourite by  all 
subjects would resulted in zero points. This is shown in figures 17 and 18.
The freeform  text responses give some clues to subjects’ experience of the icon sets. 
The author was careful not to try  to elicit  any  particular form of response,  but as the 
questionnaire contained images of the icon sets many  subjects used a similar  method 
of giving feedback, namely  pointing to parts of icon sets and describing them. The 
feedback received shows some problems and strengths with all the icon sets. 
Freeform feedback for icon  set  A (faces) was partly  positive. The mid-range (high 
uncertainty) was described as being hard to read, but the descriptors used were not 
very  harsh and mostly  consisted of “hard”, or  “harder”, with “harder”  being used to 
compare against other parts of the same icon set. The icons described as being hard 
to read were five icons in the mid-range (high uncertainty). Some subjects described 
this icon set as the easiest to interpret and most intuitive,  but still noted problems 
with the areas near the highest uncertainty.
The B icon set  (arrows) got feedback from  nine subjects that the mid-range of the 
icon set (the areas of high uncertainty) was “very  hard”, “chaos”,  or “really  hard”. 
Furthermore,  six of those subjects pointed to two icons at either extreme (highest 
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confidence) and described them as being easier to read with all other icons in the set 
being described as hard, and a seventh subject added a  third icon on  either  extreme 
to the “easier” description. The difficult part of the B icon set  is then described as 
being between seven and nine icons out of thirteen. 
The C icon set (rhombus) got slightly  different feedback, with feedback mostly 
focusing  on pointing to small groupings of icons and noting  that those were slightly 
hard to grade between. These icons were not in the high uncertainty  range,  but  rather 
mid-way  between the high uncertainty  area and the high certainty  area (icons 
number 3-5,  and 8-11, see figure 7). Important to note is that unlike icon sets A and B 
where errors were made between whether an icon denoted a dangerous object or a 
safe one, the C set  icons were only  described as being hard to read within small 
ranges of certainty  on one side of the scale or the other. Comments by  subjects 
supported this interpretation. Subjects did not describe a difficulty  reading whether 
an object was seen as a  threat or  not  seen as a  threat, but rather only  on small ranges 
of certainty, and this was seen  in the measured size of errors on  rating the threat. 
Other comments received on the C icon set was that subjects felt that this icon set was 
one that could be learned and got  easier  to read with use, and that the use of colour 
made it clear.  These comments on learnability  came from  some of the more 
experienced subjects.
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5. Conclusions, contribution, and discussion
This chapter goes through  conclusions, what contributions this work may  offer and to 
what fields. The chapter ends with a discussion of this thesis and comments on what 
this means for  other work in related fields, such as the work from  Bisantz et al. (1999) 
that inspired this project.

5.1. Conclusions
The basic conclusion is that  the central hypothesis of this thesis are supported by  the 
results,  i.e.  that  the icon designs by  Bisantz et al.  (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) are 
not  useful in a more realistic environment,  and that  the icon set  designed for this 
experiment is more useful in this setting. The basic hypothesis that the old icon sets 
would perform badly  (larger error sizes, slower response times) across a large range 
of uncertainty  proved valid.  This leads to the conclusion that the icon design 
approach favoured by  Bisantz et al.  (1999) and Bisantz et al. (2005) cannot be used 
directly  in the aircraft  cockpit, as it  would result in larger  errors in evaluating the 
situation than other design approaches, which supports the central hypothesis of this 
thesis. More surprisingly, the old icon sets proved to reduce confidence only  in 
relation to the worse performance in error sizes and time to read when compared to 
the icon set designed for  this experiment. This does not support Bisantz’ (1999) 
suggestion that the using icon degradation fights overconfidence, but rather only  that 
icons using this approach inspire the confidence they  deserve.  Yet another surprise is 
that the old icon sets are not useful in environments with low distraction levels and 
no time-pressure in that these icon sets do not lead to small error  sizes.  This calls into 
question the conclusions of Bisantz et al. (1999) and Bisantz et  al.  (2005) which 
suggest these old icon sets as appropriate for  showing uncertainty  information. The 
icon set  that uses faces also showed some unexpected behaviour when there was little 
distraction and no time-pressure. This suggests that the icon degradation  approach 
suggested by  Bisantz et al. (1999) can cause confusion when subjects feel that they 
have time to think, which may  force subjects away  from a quick recognition based 
decision-making model and into a slower  and less effective logic based model 
(Orasanu & Connelly, 1993; Klein, 1999). This change in decision-making models 
than seems to lead to more misinterpretations of the icons,  but  more confidence, 
probably  because the interpretations feel as if they  had more thought behind them. 
Whether or  not this NDM based interpretation is correct, the results remain clear in 
that icon set A (faces) performs particularly  badly  when no time-pressure or 
distraction is present, and the high confidence level associated with this makes that 
large error size extremely serious.
The confidence levels in the icon sets were shown as being significantly  lower  for icon 
sets A (faces) and B (arrows) than for icon set C (rhombus) but the difference in 
means for the confidence was smaller  than than the difference in means for the error 
size. That means that this experiment  calls into question whether  the icon 
degradation approach favoured by  Bisantz et al. (1999), Bisantz et al. (2005) and 
Bisantz et  al. (2009) actually  reduce overconfidence bias, or  whether icon 
degradation only reduces confidence through reducing actual accuracy.
Examining Bisantz et  al.  (1999) may  give a clue to the source of the problem. Bisantz 
et al.  (1999) state that icon using icon distortion (degradation) could be appropriately 
ordered. Bisantz et al. (2005) then build upon that and find that graphical 
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representation of uncertainty  (using the icon degradation approach already 
identified) can be used in lieu of numerical or  textual descriptions. The problem here 
is that the design  of the icons used for comparison in Bisantz et al.  (1999) are not well 
justified in terms of their design and how that design is grounded in an 
understanding of usability  design, or the cognitive capabilities and requirements of 
the viewer. Conversely, the icon set added to this experiment, icon set C,  is based on 
usability  guidelines and Gestalt laws of perception. Icon set  C uses clear  colours, and 
simple shapes that change in predictable ways, and this shows in that  icon set C was 
easier and faster to read, as well as creating appropriate levels of confidence.
This suggests that Bisantz et al. (1999) starts off with a mistake in the design and 
choice of icons, and that this mistake is then built  upon in subsequent  works (Bisantz 
et al.,  2005; Bisantz et al., 2009; Bisantz et al.,  2011).  A possible further mistake by 
Bisantz et al. (1999) is not clearly  separating the two variables for design purposes. 
There are two variables being shown, uncertainty,  and threat status. By  not  making 
this absolutely  clear, Bisantz et  al. (1999) increased the risk of design mistakes. The 
designs shown in  figure 4 attempt to show these two variables using only  one visual 
element,  with the abstract pairs, as well as the coloured square icon pair  showing the 
problem quite clearly. It is easy  to show one variable through one visualisation 
element such as colour. Showing either hostility  status or uncertainty  through the use 
of colour is easy. Showing both hostility  and uncertainty  through that single graphical 
element is hard, and may  be impossible to do effectively. It  should be noted here that 
the design of icon set  designed for this experiment, icon set C (rhombus), used figure 
4 for  inspiration.  Indeed, both  elements used in icon set C (rhombus), colour and an 
abstract  form  (not an abstract pair), can be seen in figure 4. To make an effective 
visualisation out of this then requires the application  of design, and this requires an 
understanding of design guidelines and an understanding of human cognition.
Thus, the basic thoughts put forward in Bisantz et al. (1999) may  well be sound, but 
when examined closely  they  turn out to be misapplied. This results in a theoretical 
and practical approach that cannot be recommended for use.
This remains the case even though some design errors were observed in  the icon set 
added for this experiment, icon set C (rhombus). As has been discussed, the icon 
showing the highest uncertainty, icon A7, was a  red chevron (see figure 7), and this 
icon tended to be judged as slightly  dangerous. In fact,  this particular  icon  fared 
worse than the centre icons (highest uncertainty) from  both the icon sets from  prior 
research. Comments from  two of the subjects showed that they  were aware of the 
problem, citing a  mismatch between the shape and the colour. The colour, they  noted, 
suggested danger, while the shape suggested high uncertainty, creating  a problem for 
interpretation. This suggests that  with even one iteration of design  this icon set would 
give even more precise readings, and possibly  faster reading as well. Such an iterative 
approach would be in  line with usability  design guidelines suggested by  Cooper et al. 
(2007) and Nielsen (2007).
Other comments by  subjects also speak volumes. “Chaos”, and “very  hard” were the 
terms used to describe large parts of both the arrow icon set and the face icon set, 
while “becomes easier to read with repetition”, “depends on learning”, and “most 
learnable”were comments for the rhombus icon set.
As two different icon sets using icon degradation were used in this experiment and 
both showed similar problems, although of varying intensity, it  becomes important to 
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view what those icon sets share in common. Both icon  set A  (faces) and icon set B 
(arrows) are black and white,  use icon degradation, and become blocky  and hard to 
read when uncertainty  is high. Both icon sets show  similarities in the patterns seen in 
figure 8 to 11  for the time required to read them, the size of the error for the set as a 
whole,  and the size of the error of individual icons within the set (see figures 8 and 
13). The fact that icon sets A (faces) and B (arrows) use a very  different basic form  for 
the icon design helps in isolating  the icon degradation approach as a likely  cause of 
the large error sizes when compared to icon set C (rhombus).  Looking at effect  sizes 
(see the ηp2 column in table 2) gives some suggestions about the relationships 
between the numbers. First of all the ηp2 shows that the largest effect on the error  size 
dependent variable comes from what icon set is in use (ηp2 = 0.439).  Coupling that 
with  the mean differences shown in figure 12  and table 1  shows quite conclusively 
that icon sets A and B contribute significantly  more to errors than icon set C, and that 
the difference is quite large.
One aspect of the icons that  was being examined was the level of trust  that  the icons 
engender,  and this was done through indirect measurements. The results show a 
connection between accuracy  and confidence in the experimental result,  and the 
confidence results largely  match the results shown by  each icon set.  This suggest that 
there is some overconfidence bias involved (Tan et al., 2012), as increases in error 
sizes between icon sets did not in all  cases result in lowered confidence. This will be 
further  explored in the conclusions for  icon set A. Both measurements of subject 
preference (see figures 17  and 18) showed icon set C (rhombus) being the easiest to 
read, on the whole, as well as being the preferred icon set, with icon set A (faces) 
being second on both measures, and icon set B (arrows) least readable and least 
preferred. Subjects were thus good at  seeing how icon sets influenced their 
performance, which  could possibly  be of use for small-scale usability  studies that do 
not  use a full experimental approach. An iterative approach for developing a good 
icon set, for  instance, might benefit from  using such qualitative measures for faster 
and cheaper iterations.

5.1.1. Conclusions for each icon set
Each icon set deserves some individual attention.  This will now  be examined in order, 
beginning with icon set A (faces). Seeing the extremely  high standard deviation (see 
figure 12 and table 1) for icon set A (faces) in the low time-pressure/low distraction 
level condition suggests that actually  thinking about the icons results in a level of 
confusion.
This same effect is also seen in the mean error  size, where a large error  size is 
observed for  icon set A (faces) in the low time-pressure/low distraction level 
condition, and error size then decreases  with increased time-pressure or distraction 
level. This increase in error  size in the absence of time-pressure or  distraction 
becomes more serious when also considering the increase in the confidence level 
inspired by  icon set A (faces) in the same low time-pressure/low  distraction level 
condition. Seeing the mean confidence level increase in  the only  condition that also 
gets larger error sizes suggests that there is something more complex at play, and 
NDM has a possible explanation. 
A likely  explanation for what  is going on when time-pressure increases performance 
in  reading icon set A (faces) may  be traced to the decision-making theories 
introduced in chapter 2. Orasanu and Connelly  (1993) and Klein (1999) suggest that 
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time-pressure forces decision-makers to switch strategies and use quick heuristic 
based decision-making approaches instead of logical or  sequence based decision-
making approaches. The question around icon set A (faces) then centres around how 
a more logical approach can lead to larger  errors, as well as an unwarranted increase 
in  confidence. Logic based strategies are more likely  to be used when decision-makers 
feel that they  are not under time-pressure (Klein, 1999) and may  make subjects feel 
that they  have put  more work into the decision and it  must therefore be correct. 
When faced with time-pressure or  distractions, however, subjects had to go with their 
first  thought, which  led to more realistic self-ratings of confidence. Some assistance 
comes from the subjective post-test comments. 
The recorded post-test descriptions contained descriptions for icon set  A (faces) such 
as “intuitive”,  yet  “hard to read in the middle”.  The data shows icons within icon set A 
(faces) repeatedly  get ratings on the “wrong side” of the scale, i.e.  icons that signify 
“probably  not  a  threat”  get marked as “probably  a threat”. Icon set A (faces) uses 
smiling faces to denote that no danger is present, frowning faces to denote danger, 
and icon  degradation to show ambiguity  and uncertainty. Smiling  or frowning faces 
are by  no means value neutral images, and contain strong cues. Yet icon set A (faces) 
shows an anomaly  in both the low  distraction  level conditions, low time-pressure/ 
low distraction level (LtLd), and high time-pressure/low distraction level (HtLd) in 
that the icon denoting certain friendliness (icon  A13) is mistakenly  identified by  a few 
subjects as showing certain danger. None of the same subjects rated icon set A (faces) 
as being very  easy  to read, and rated icon set A (faces) as not being  their  favourite of 
the three icon sets. One of these subjects concluded the description of icon set A 
(faces) with the words “sometimes hard to see whether it  is happy  or sad”. This can be 
hypothesised to be down to the clarity  of the icon itself, as well as the ambiguity 
created in the high uncertainty  area through the use of icon  degradation. When given 
time to think, this ambiguity  may  have come into play  to a larger  degree than when 
time-pressure or  distraction level only  allowed for the use of heuristic decision-
making approaches such as those described by  RPD (Klein,  1999). This would neatly 
explain why  the same effect  was not seen with  icon set B (arrows) or icon set C 
(rhombus) which use visuals that may  be clearer  graphically. The colour red is used to 
denote danger, and an arrow without icon degradation is clear to read, while a face is 
a “busy” image with borders and internal aspects that must  be examined. Couple this 
with  the fact  that the confidence rating is not affected by  the distraction level which 
seems to affect  the error size for icon set A (faces), and the result is that icon set A 
(faces) seems to inspire overconfidence when given both time and peace to ponder 
what the symbol means. This is not a good result  for  this icon  set, mostly  due to the 
much larger errors made when subjects are given time and peace from distractions, 
with no corresponding drop in subjects’ confidence in their own interpretation. 
Icon set A (faces) does not  show the same response on both sides of the scale,  as can 
be seen in figure 13. Icon A1  (on the far left) shows a very  small mean error size and a 
tight 95% confidence interval, while icons A12 and A13 (on the far  right) show 
comparatively  large errors and extremely  large 95% confidence intervals. The error 
size is not the main concern here,  but rather the large confidence interval which 
suggests that this part of the icon set is hard to read reliably. 
Icon set B (arrows) also uses icon degradation, but does not suffer the anomalous 
behaviour seen from icon set  A (faces), but rather shows very  similar  patterns of 
performance (error size and reading time) and confidence ratings throughout all 
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conditions. However, this icon set showed by  far  larger  errors overall than any  other 
icon set.  The icon design itself, which uses arrows pointing up or down, was described 
as being somewhat hard to understand instinctively, with the icon degradation 
leading to a large number of icons in the high uncertainty  range being described as 
being extremely  hard to read or in  the words of one subject: “chaos”. This matched 
what was recorded in the data, with one notable exception. The icon showing highest 
uncertainty  (icon B7) had relatively  small errors and was read fast. The icons on 
either side of icon B7, however, fared worse, which matches the descriptions given by 
subjects. That icon set  B (arrows) did not get misinterpreted in the same way  as icon 
set A (faces) when subjects had no time-pressure or distraction suggests that icon set 
B (arrows) required the use of the same approach for understanding them regardless 
of condition. Seeing as how icon set B (arrows) got significantly  larger errors and 
lower  confidence than the other icon sets that can be seen to suggest that more 
guesswork was involved in all conditions. Icon set B (arrows) showed the largest error 
sizes for most icons, as well as the largest 95% confidence intervals (see figures 13  and 
14). This shows icon set B (arrows) to be hard to read, and hard to read reliably.
Icon set B (arrows) also got low subjective ratings from  most subjects,  being  rated as 
least favourite by  seven subjects out of twelve, second most favourite by  two subjects, 
and favourite by  two subjects. The subjects who rated icon set B (arrows) as easy  to 
read and their  favourite icon set did not  show a correspondingly  better performance 
in  reading the icon set. While one of the two subjects did make smaller  errors than 
average on icon set B (arrows) he also showed unusually  low  confidence in  his ratings 
during the experiment, which was not shown for the other icon sets, and the other 
subject  who rated icon set B (arrows) as his favourite made errors corresponding with 
the average size of errors made by all the subjects. 
Icon set  C (rhombus) got significantly  smaller errors than the other  icon sets, faster 
threat rating,  slightly  (but significantly) higher confidence ratings (see figures 8 to 
11), and was by  far subjectively  rated as the easiest to read and deemed favourite by 
most subjects. This is the only  icon set  that does not use icon degradation, and indeed 
the only  icon set  where the design explicitly  split up the display  of threat and 
uncertainty  into two visual elements, colour and shape. Icon set  C (rhombus) also got 
the smallest mean error sizes at  both extremes of the scale and very  small confidence 
intervals, thus showing that these icons can reliable be read correctly. 
These conclusions show that  supporting the HCA requirements of system 
transparency  is not at all simple, and that the use of research that seems at first sight 
to support the goal of showing the user more of what the system  is “thinking”  may  in 
fact only  work to confuse the user  and decrease trust.  The subjects reported confusion 
over more than two thirds of the icons in one of the icon sets, which is unacceptable 
for the type of system  being simulated in this experiment due to the high cost of 
mistakes. The use of such icons is not likely  to support any  kind of insight into the 
system’s inner processes,  as they  are simply  too hard to read. If HCA is meant to be 
supported through  the use of showing uncertainty  information,  then the use of icon 
degradation to convey that uncertainty information is not optimal.
As trust  was only  measured through the indirect measurement of self-evaluated 
confidence in reading an icon, this thesis does not provide fully  definitive answers to 
trust issues.  Even so, the results that showed the confidence level for icon set A 
(faces) rising at the same time as the size of errors made increased show clearly  that 
HCA based trust  must  be developed using more than just a  subjective self-evaluation. 
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Helldin’s (2012) suggestion of building user trust  through training and feedback thus 
gets some support  here. Feedback on the error performance during training, or after 
training sessions, should make self-evaluations of confidence more in line with actual 
performance.

5.2. Contributions and implications
The clearest contribution from this work is to the field of information visualisation, 
and in  particular as pertains to the visualisation of uncertainty. Work that has been 
influential in the field (e.g.  Bisantz et al.,  1999) has been found to contain a 
fundamental problem, which shows the risks of basing large experiments on prior 
work without questioning the core of the original work. Showing that accepted truths 
are not true is an important  aspect of science, and the earlier  that mistakes can be 
caught the lower the total cost. This contribution to information visualisation also has 
the possibility  to impact aircraft safety  systems, as it clearly  shows the importance of 
extremely  careful icon designs for collision avoidance systems, or  other threat 
assessment systems such as those for  fighter  aircraft. The flaws in all icon sets show 
this, with icon set  C (rhombus) showing how every  stage of an icon set that shows the 
transition between certainty  and uncertainty  must be verified to work. It is thus not 
enough to verify the icon set as a whole; every intermediate step must be verified. 
The finding that every  step must be verified has an impact  on the field of usability 
design  and evaluation. While this thesis shows how effectively  design guidelines can 
be used for initial design, it  also clearly  points out the flaws in relying solely  on fast 
and efficient design methods when it  comes to critical fields. Nielsen’s (2007) 
discount  usability  approach  may  work very  well to find effective compromises when 
designing websites or other  non-critical systems, but when creating critical systems it 
becomes necessary  to verify  designs using more traditional and expensive analysis 
methods such  as the experimental approach used in  this thesis. This in no way 
devalues discount methods, but rather only  supports their use in  appropriate areas. 
Using discount usability  evaluation methods for design iterations can work well even 
in  critical fields, but  the importance of combining those methods with more detailed 
testing methods must always be kept in mind.
This also shows the value of using specialists from all domains that a  work touches 
upon. If icons need to be designed and evaluated, then a specialist on cognition, 
design,  and evaluation should be consulted. If a visualisation is to be used in a  certain 
domain,  then the designer  should understand the domain and consult with domain 
experts (even if the designer has some level of domain experience).  Specialists have 
been consulted as required on this thesis exactly  for  the purpose of avoiding the kind 
of problems that were eventually uncovered in the work of with Bisantz et al. (1999).
Flight safety  is a  field that is constantly  in development, and although  this thesis 
started off centred on military  applications of threat  assessment systems it quickly 
became apparent that  effectively  displaying uncertainty  in a traffic collision 
avoidance system  could improve safety  in general aviation as well. That would be 
through  the pilot seeing earlier that  an aircraft  has stopped being not at all 
dangerous, and through showing the shift in certainty  and danger. Current systems 
show  traffic, mark traffic as hazardous, and finally  give clear visual and verbal 
warnings in critical situations but do not show the deterioration of the situation. 
Displaying  this would give pilots more time to plan reactions,  and improve safety. 
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This, however, hangs together  with the next point about HCA and shares 
requirements with that.
A starting point for the research presented in this thesis were the HCA guidelines on 
system transparency, and the findings that show icons that have been accepted in the 
literature as promoting confusion can only  be interpreted as a strong warning sign for 
HCA. This finding suggests that any  attempt at  improving system transparency 
requires very  careful design of icons that are meant to show deeper  levels of what the 
system is “thinking”. Confusion is not likely  to increase user trust  in  the system, 
which further  supports the already  mentioned conclusion which states that  each icon 
(the visualisation of each level of uncertainty, in this case) must be individually 
verified.
This thesis also shows how easily  NDM can be applied in an experimental setting, 
both in the design of the experiment and the analysis,  as well as how cheaply  a small 
scale experiment can be done while maintaining external validity, and how a scalable 
experiment can be constructed. A huge laboratory  and budget are thus no longer 
needed to create useful simulation environments to conduct experiments that take 
NDM into account.

5.3. Discussion
The largest risk in this experiment is that the small sample size can  affect the results. 
The large number  of measurements due to the experimental design and the balancing 
methods used should somewhat  compensate for this or at least give a clear view of 
any  large problems with the data. A central concern in the design of the experiment 
was to maintain a  balance between minimising the risk of type I errors (seeing an 
effect where none exists) through balancing, randomisation, and a  high number  of 
measurements. Even so,  it  is clear that there is always a risk of the small sample size 
in  the experiment  affecting the results. Based on observations of the data there are 
some areas where the observed power are low, and this suggests the possibility  of a 
chance of type II errors (not seeing an effect where one is present) due to a low 
sensitivity  from slightly  too high variance in the small sample size. This is always a 
risk in small scale experiments, even though every  attempt  was made to minimise 
this risk. The use of repeated measures methodology, having all subjects take part in 
all conditions, and including all icons from each group in each  condition was done to 
raise the power  and sensitivity  of the experiment. The fact remains that the 
experiment is small,  and some conditions showed a low  observed power. Many 
factors showed quite large effects and got a  high observed power,  but this does not 
mean that all existing effects must  have been observed,  or  that all non-effects were 
correctly  rejected. However, these large effects and high  observed power,  as well as 
generally  high level of sphericity, do suggest that the basic experimental design is 
solid and could be re-used,  possibly  with a  larger sample size, a more realistic 
simulation, and other groups of pilots such as fighter pilots. 
The subject group used in the experiment, sailplane pilots, performed admirably, and 
a subjective examination of subjects’ performance supported the decision to use 
sailplane pilots as representative of fighter pilots and commercial pilots. Sailplane 
flying makes demands of pilots unlike those faced by  other pilots who fly  for fun, such 
as holders of private pilot  licenses, in that all sailplane pilots need to fly  based on 
“feeling”, yet sailplane pilots also need to use emergency  training and emergency 
briefings prior to launch in a manner  that is more akin to the methods used by 
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commercial pilots. The level of technology  used in a sailplane cockpit is also 
surprisingly  high, which has recently  been increased further through insurance 
companies requiring the use of advanced FLARM traffic avoidance systems. Judging 
sailplane pilots as usable subjects relied on the author’s experience in aviation, in 
particular the author’s experience as a flight instructor and commercial pilot.
As such, the experiment works well as a proof of concept in the use of cost-effective 
simulation to support an NDM approach to examining uncertainty  visualisations in 
the aircraft cockpit, and gets some interesting results as well. The total budget 
involved in the experiment itself amounted to one customised keyboard, the 
temporary  use of two computers and a joystick, and a few months of work by  a single 
person. The use of NDM showed NDM to be useful in explaining the effects observed, 
but  as NDM is in essence a  qualitative method then there is no clear  method for  that 
analysis. That means that reporting any  explanation based on NDM requires 
reverting to basic logic with NDM serving as a framework within which to work. 
NDM is then not useable without  a thorough understanding of the method, there are 
no shortcuts or condensed guidelines that can be used. This limits the usefulness of 
NDM for analytical purposes somewhat.
The same can be said for  any  visualisation that is supposed to increase users’ trust in 
a system. Designing systems that  use HCA guidelines for  building trust through 
system transparency  will likely  become more common in the near future, but  this 
thesis shows that HCA may  not lead to the expected levels of trust unless the system 
is designed using domain experience and using verified visualisations (again, because 
this bears repeating) with every  aspect of the visualisation being verified.  HCA is thus 
in  a  sensitive period, with a theoretical approach  that may  yield results if combined 
with  verified practical methods, but  may  as likely  be let down by  the use of 
visualisation designs created by  researchers without the required experience in the 
theory and practice of design.
The author’s experience as a  pilot was crucial in setting up an experiment that 
appears to have a relatively  high external validity  with a  good technical and 
theoretical background. This was crucial for the experiment’s external validity  and for 
the possibility  of combining the experiment with NDM theories. This personal 
experience coupled with an education and experience in design also allowed the 
additional icon set to be designed for this experiment based on familiarity  with the 
history  of icon use in  the aircraft  cockpit as well as using current approaches to 
design and quickly performing an evaluation of the usability of the icon design.
The icon design process for the rhombus icon set was largely  based on Cooper’s 
(2007) work on practical usability  design and Nielsen’s (2007) discount usability 
design  approach. The results show the characteristics of the design approaches used, 
as the icon set designed for  the experiment performed admirably  when considering 
that it  is the result  of only  one iteration of design. Both Cooper  et al. (2007) and 
Nielsen (2007) recommend using an approach that uses multiple, fast iterations for 
design.  The experiment in this thesis contained a level of detail in its measurements 
that show details that no discount usability  study  could measure,  such as the fine 
changes in error sizes between individual icons in the high uncertainty  range. This 
shows that experiments,  and usability  studies that resemble experiments, have their 
place.  That goes especially  for fields with high stakes such as aviation. Yet the 
importance of the fact that a usability  specialist  can simultaneously  work on creating 
an experiment and leverage these expert design approaches to create an icon set  that 
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fares better in use than icons used and developed over a  number of years (Bisantz et 
al., 1999; Bisantz et al., 2005; Bisantz et al., 2009) should not be underestimated. 
All this suggests that the design of icons for  showing uncertainty  needs more than 
just  an understanding of systems and theories on uncertainty. An understanding of 
design  is also required,  with interaction design and information visualisation design 
being likely  candidates for giving good results.  Additionally, the results presented 
within this thesis highlight the importance of experience and an understanding of the 
domain in which any such icons are to be used.

5.4. Further research
The limitation in the number of subjects that could be tested in the experiment was 
due to a few factors. As has been mentioned, the experiment required a number of 
subjects in multiples of twelve, as the experiment had twelve main factors that were 
being tested resulting from three of the four independent variables: time-pressure (2 
levels), distraction task level (2 levels), and icon set (3 levels), and used a  Balanced 
Latin Square balancing method. This means that the next  useful number  of subjects 
would have been 24.  This would have raised the power and sensitivity  greatly, and 
would in fact have been ideal.  The main  limitations here were the subject pool itself, 
and time. The size of the subject pool is limited due to the actual population being 
represented, pilots, being a  relatively  small group, and local populations of pilots 
being similarly  small groups. Analysing the output from  24  subjects would only  have 
added slightly  to the time required for  setting the data up for analysis, so that  was not 
a factor.
This suggests that future possibilities exist along the same line of research by  simply 
expanding the research presented here by  enlarging the sample size, as well as using 
other groups of subjects such as fighter  pilots or commercial pilots. Using a more 
immersive simulation environment, either  by  expanding on the use of commercially 
available simulators or by  using full immersion training systems such as those used 
by  airlines, would also be an obvious an relatively  simple way  to expand upon the 
research in this thesis. Other incremental ways of continuing research along these 
lines would be to run the experiment for longer time periods with more training. 
Repeated testing over a number of days or  weeks would be simple and would increase 
the external validity  of the experiment,  as well as making NDM easier  to apply  in the 
analysis. This would conclusively  show the learnability  of an icon set for visualising 
uncertainty, which would have implications for  real-world use. A slightly  more 
complicated expansion of the research involves adapting the approach used to other 
fields that benefit  from fast and reliable access to uncertainty  information. Such fields 
includes ground based operators of radar systems and other  guidance systems, within 
both the civilian and military domains. 
Motion of icons and dynamic icons that change the level of uncertainty  being shown 
are also an important future avenue of research which should be integrated with the 
suggestions that have already  been mentioned. The experiment in this thesis was 
limited to static icons being shown, as the setup was aimed at creating a comparison 
with  similarly  static icon sets used in prior  research. Adding change into the 
experiment,  both by  moving the icons on the map as well as dynamically  changing the 
uncertainty  information being displayed in  response to changing condition would be 
a future experiment that  is clearly  needed. While NDM focuses on dynamic 
environments and time-pressure, the experiment  in this thesis contained these 
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elements, but  controlled them as heavily  as possible and isolated them  with the 
dynamic environment arising only from the flight simulation. To fully  test 
visualisation methods for dynamic environments it will be necessary  to add factors 
such  as change in, and measure responses to changes in the displayed uncertainty. As 
these experiments get more complex, and more representative of real conditions, it 
becomes ever  more important to take all relevant theories into account,  as leaving out 
one aspect may lead to the work not being useful at all.
One aspect that  has not  been discussed is that this experiment focuses only  on 
reading icons, and does not use the icons for any  sort of decision-making task. True 
decision-making research would be a  natural follow-up to the research from  this 
thesis, but  to get to that point it is first  necessary  to create and verify  an icon set or 
multiple icon sets for that purpose.  Starting off with icon sets that  are later found to 
be unsuited to the purpose would be a costly  endeavour, which suggests that 
decision-making research should follow the other research suggested in this section. 
Therefore the multiple smaller steps suggested in this section may  be seen as ways of 
building up to useful research around decision-making using icons for  visualising 
uncertainty.
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Appendix A
Pre-Test Questionnaire

Ålder___! Kön___   

Typ av licens: Segelflyg / Privat / Commerciellt / Annat

Total flygtimmar_____ ! Flygtimmar senaste 12 månaderna____

Har du använt TCAS eller FLARM system?  Ja / Nej

Har du använt “moving map” display?  Ja / Nej

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Post-Test Questionnaire

______________________________________________________________
Hur lättförståeliga var dessa ikoner?!
Jätte svåra! ! Ganska svåra! Ganska lätta!! Väldigt lätta

______________________________________________________________
Hur lättförståeliga var dessa ikoner?!
Jätte svåra! ! Ganska svåra! Ganska lätta!! Väldigt lätta

______________________________________________________________
Hur lättförståeliga var dessa ikoner?!
Jätte svåra! ! Ganska svåra! Ganska lätta!! Väldigt lätta

______________________________________________________________
Skriv framanför ikon grupperna ordningen du giller de i.
Använd siffrorna 1 (lättast/bäst), 2, och 3 (svårast / sämst)
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Appendix B
This table shows the order  of conditions 
as was used during the experiment.  A 
12x12 Balanced Latin square was used 
to generate this table.
Each row shows one subject, and each 
column shows one condition. Details 
about that  condition can then be read. 
I n r o w 7 , c o l u m n 2  w e s e e 
S07C02_Ht_Ld_b, which means 
subject 7,  condition 2, high time-
pressure,  low  distraction level, icon  set 
B (arrows).  All icons from  that icon set 
are shown in that condition.
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Appendix C
Appendix C shows separate tables showing P value, ηp2, F value, Fcrit, and observed 
power for  all variables from the ANOVA output from SPSS for each dependent 
variable. All effects that  showed significance were checked for  sphericity  problems 
and corrected as necessary, any  corrected value is noted in the tables, but effects that 
did not show  significant effects were not corrected for  sphericity  as sphericity 
corrections led to higher P values. 
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Error size Significance table 
Colour coding: Red=no significance, green = 
significance; Effect sizes blue=large effect, 

yellow=medium effect, red=small effect)

P value partial eta 
squared 

(ηp2)

F Fcrit Obs. 
Power

TimePressure
DistractionLevel
IconSet
Icon Nr
timePressure * DistractionLevel
TimePressure * IconSet
DistractionLevel * IconSet
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet
TimePressure * Icon Nr
DistractionLevel * Icon Nr
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * Icon Nr
IconSet * Icon Nr
TimePressure * IconSet * Icon Nr
DistractionLevel * IconSet * Icon Nr 
(Huyhn-Feldt Corrected for sphericity)
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet * Icon Nr

0.427 0.058 0.681 4.84 0.117
0.608 0.025 0.278 4.84 0.077
0.002 0.439 8.622 3.44 0.944
0.000 0.267 4.000 1.83 0.999
0.648 0.020 0.222 4.84 0.071
0.247 0.119 1.490 3.44 0.283
0.603 0.045 0.518 3.44 0.124
0.598 0.046 1.273 3.44 0.126
0.138 0.119 1.941 1.83 0.774
0.257 0.102 1.249 1.83 0.681
0.440 0.084 1.014 1.83 0.567
0.000 0.287 4.432 1.56 1.000
0.358 0.090 1.088 1.56 0.842
0.163 0.124 1.563 2.25 0.965

0.306 0.093 1.134 1.56 0.861

Threat Rating Time Significance table 
Colour coding: Red=no significance, green = 
significance; Effect sizes blue=large effect, 

yellow=medium effect, red=small effect)

P value partial eta 
squared 

(ηp2)

F Fcrit Obs. 
Power

TimePressure 0.010 0.469 9.709 4.84 0.809
DistractionLevel 0.978 0.006 0.069 4.84 0.057
IconSet 0.025 0.310 4.936 3.44 0.750
Icon Nr 0.000 0.445 8.808 1.83 1.000
timePressure * DistractionLevel 0.077 0.257 3.810 4.84 0.429
TimePressure * IconSet 0.217 0.130 1.638 3.44 0.308
DistractionLevel * IconSet 0.865 0.013 0.145 3.44 0.070
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet 0.353 0.090 1.091 3.44 0.217
TimePressure * Icon Nr 0.104 0.126 1.581 1.83 0.806
DistractionLevel * Icon Nr 0.662 0.067 0.788 1.83 0.441
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * Icon Nr 0.211 0.108 1.326 1.83 0.714
IconSet * Icon Nr 0.061 0.121 1.519 1.56 0.959
TimePressure * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.424 0.086 1.033 1.56 0.816
DistractionLevel * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.371 0.089 1.076 1.56 0.836
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.102 0.114 1.409 1.56 0.941
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Confidence Rating Significance table 
Colour coding: Red=no significance, green = 
significance; Effect sizes blue=large effect, 

yellow=medium effect, red=small effect)

P value partial eta 
squared 

(ηp2)

F Fcrit Obs. 
Power

TimePressure 0.293 0.100 1.221 4.84 0.173
DistractionLevel 0.546 0.034 0.388 4.84 0.088
IconSet 0.045 0.245 3.570 3.44 0.601
Icon Nr 0.000 0.711 27.09 1.83 1.000
timePressure * DistractionLevel 0.440 0.055 0.643 4.84 0.114
TimePressure * IconSet 0.000 0.689 24.37 3.44 1.000
DistractionLevel * IconSet 0.007 0.369 6.272 3.44 0.849
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet 0.004 0.388 6.983 3.44 0.887
TimePressure * Icon Nr 0.047 0.144 1.851 1.83 0.873
DistractionLevel * Icon Nr 0.325 0.095 1151 1.83 0.636
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * Icon Nr 0.001 0.220 3.106 1.83 0.991
IconSet * Icon Nr 0.000 0.290 4.490 1.56 1.000
TimePressure * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.001 0.171 2.270 1.56 0.997
DistractionLevel * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.242 0.098 1.199 1.56 0.885
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.163 0.106 1.299 1.56 0.916

Confidence Time Significance table 
Colour coding: Red=no significance, green = 
significance; Effect sizes blue=large effect, 

yellow=medium effect, red=small effect)

P value partial eta 
squared 

(ηp2)

F Fcrit Obs. 
Power

TimePressure 0.035 0.345 5.802 4.84 0.593
DistractionLevel 0.523 0.038 0.436 4.84 0.093
IconSet 0.429 0.074 0.881 3.44 0.182
Icon Nr 0.276 0.100 1.220 1.83 0.668
timePressure * DistractionLevel 0.516 0.039 0.450 4.84 0.094
TimePressure * IconSet 0.344 0.092 1.120 3.44 0.221
DistractionLevel * IconSet 0.721 0.029 0.332 3.44 96
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet 0.361 0.088 1.067 3.44 0.213
TimePressure * Icon Nr 0.598 0.072 0.851 1.83 0.477
DistractionLevel * Icon Nr 0.820 0.054 0.623 1.83 0.345
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * Icon Nr 0.456 0.083 0.996 1.83 0.557
IconSet * Icon Nr 0.436 0.085 1.023 1.56 0.811
TimePressure * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.566 0.078 0.926 1.56 0.757
DistractionLevel * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.127 0.110 1.359 1.56 0.930
TimePressure * DistractionLevel * IconSet * Icon Nr 0.399 0.087 1.053 1.56 0.826


